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Would you like to:
/ Reduceyour operatingcostsby usingfewermaterialsandsupplies?
/ Reducehazardousand nonhazardouswaste transportationand disposalcosts?
/ Reduce liability and risks associatedwith hazardouswaste?
/ Reduce the paperwork and record keeping requirementsassociatedwith hazardouswaste?
/ Improve workplace safety and employee\health?
/

Help safeguardthe environment?

/ Improveyour company'simage?
/ Increaseyour company's businessactivities?
If you answered"Yes," to any of the above
questions,you may want to look at the materials
in this pollution prevention tool kit.
It's called a tool kit becauseit contains
information, or tools, to help you prevent
pollution in your business.The tools will help
you identify wastes, both hazardousand
nonhazardous,
that your businessproduces.You
will be able to look at your operation in a
different light, keeping'pollution prevention in
rnind.
The first tools will help you understandwhat
pollution prevention is, how it can benefit your
business.and characteristicsof successful
programs.Later tools contain pollution
prevention ideas that are specific to your
business.

Incidentally, as you read through materials,
you'll notice the words pollution and waste are
used interchangeably.Any waste, whether it's
the paper you don't need anymore or hazardous
waste like spent solvents,has the potential to
becomepollution. By reducing the waste your
businessgenerates,you're reducing the chances
that you'll be polluting your neighborhood,your
community, your environment.

A Look at
What'sAhead

la Pollution Prevention Contacts for EPA
Regions VII and VIII. This chart lists
telephone numb€rs and addressesof people who
work with pollution prevention.Use this if you
specific to your state or EPA
-nlflnformation
reglon.
2 Wtry the Concern About Waste? And just
what is pollution prevention anyway?
3 Getting Off to a Good Start. Some
successfulpollution preventionprogram
strategiesare given, as well as re4sonswhy
some programs never get off the ground:

.

4 Hazardous Waste. The ultimate goal is to
not produce any sort of waste. In the meantime,
the bazardouswaste your,businessproduces
sublects you to some special regulations
5 Material Safety Data Sheets. You can learn
a great deal about the materialsyour business
uses by understandingwhat Material Safety
Data Sheetsare and what they say.
5a Material Safety Data Sheets-A Closer
Look. There's more information than meets the
eye. Take the time to understandthe terms in
the MSDS and you'll be betterequippedto
make sound decisionsinvolving use, handling,
and storageof hazardousmaterials.

6 Pollution Prevcntion Strategies for Your
Business,Through Changes in:
Housekeepingand M aintenance
Inventory
Basic Operations
Equipment
Raw Materials
Process Technology
Waste Exchanges and Recycling
7 Ready to Begin Preventing Pollution? This
is a series of worksheetsto help you collect and
analyzeinformation on your business.
Analyzing P ollution P revention Options
P otllution P reveition P rogram Review
8 Yard Waste, A Growing Concern. Yard
wastesfrom homes and businessesaccount'for a
large percentageof bur waste. If your business
has a green space,bere are some ideas to make
it greener,in terms of lawn health and reduced
waste production
9 Blow Your Horn! Publicize Your Pollution
Prevention Efforts. Publicity and rewards, both
within your businessand the community are two
methods for sustaining a pollution prevention
effort.
10 Worksheets: A more in-depth look at
WasteAssessment
Costs of Processes
Screening Pollution P revention Options
TechnicalFeasibility
Economic Feasibilin
Pollution Preventi,onOption Summary
Evaluation of Pollution Prevention Project

Materinl in this PoLlutian Prevention Tool Kit is intcniled only to provide general informatian. Contactlour state and local officinls, local Extension
Iocalion,and equipment.Thesematerialswerewrilten by lan Hygnstromunder the
offrce,and vendorsfor information specificto your business,
direction of M.F. Dahab and W.E. Woldt, Bialogical SystemsEngineering, LW ChaseHall, IJnivenity of Nehraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
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PollutionPreventionContactsfor EPA RegionsVll and Vlll
Your city or county healthdepartmentmay have informationaboutlocal programsand contacts.Another
good source of information is your state Clean Air Act Small BusinessAdvocate, or local Extension
office.

EPA Region VII
SteveWurtz
US EPA Region VII
"726
Mtnnesota Avenue
KansasCitv. KS 66101

IA

o13)s5r-73r5

Jim Olson
Iowa Waste Reduction Center
75 Biology ResearchComplex
University of Northern Iowa
CedarFalls. IA 50614-0185

(3r9)213-2019

Larry Gibson
Waste ReductionAssistanceProgram
lowa Dept. of Natural Resources
Wallace StateOffice Building
Des Moines, IA 50319
( 5 1 5 )2 8 1 - 8 4 8 9

Michelle Feenstra
KansasStateUniversity
EngineeringExtension
Manhatten.KS 66506
(9r3) 532-6026

TheresaHodges,Pollution Prev. Director
Dept. of Health and Environment
ForbesField, Bldg. 740
Topeka, KS 66620-0001

MO

JohnAtkinson,EngineeringExtension
Universityof Missouri
w 1000sBE
Columbia.MO 65211
( 3 1 4)8 8 2 -8 8 8 0

BeckyShannon
MissouriDept.of NaturalResources
P.O.Box 176
JeffersonCity, MO 65102
(3r4) 526-6627

NE

Wayne Woldt
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
L.W. ChaseHall
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726
(402) 472-8656

Wanda Blasnitz, Pol. Prev. Coordinator
NebraskaDept. of EnvironmentalQuality
P.O. Box 98922
Lincoln, NE 68509-8922
(402) 47r-2266

KS

(9r3) 2e6-6603

EPA Region VIII
Marie Zanowick
999 lSth Street,Suite 500
'
Denver CO 802A2-24A5 (303) 294-1065

CO

Harry Edwards
Waste Minimization Center
Colorado State University
Dept. of MechanicalEngineering
Fort Collins, CO 80523

(303)49r-53r7
MT

Karen Bucklin Sanchez
Pollution Prevention Coordinator
MontanaStateUniversitvExtensionService
:
Taylor Hall
:
Bozeman,\/IT 59711-0312

(406)994-34sr
ND

Jeffrey L. Burgess
Environmental Health Section
Dept. of Health & Consolidated
Laboratories
1200 Missouri Ave'Rm 201
Bismarck,ND 58502-5520

( 7 0 12) 2 r - s t 5 0
SD

Neil Kolwey, PollutionPreventionProgram
ColoradoDepartmentof Health
HMWMD-B2
4300 CherryCreekDr. S
Denver,CA 80222-1530
(303) 692-3309
Don Vidrine
Solid & HazardousWaste Bureau
Dept; of Health & Environmental Sciences
CogswellBuilding
Helena,MT 59620
(406) 444-1430

Neil Knatterud
Dept.of Health& Consolidated
Laboratories
Divisionof WasteManag.
1200MissouriAvenue
P.O.Box 5520
Bismarck,ND 58502-5520
( 10r )22t- 5t66

(60s)773-3ts3

Vonni Kallemeyn
Office of WasteManagement
Dept. of Environment& Natural Resources
523E CapitalAve.
Pierre,SD 57501
(605)'173-603s

UT

Kitt Farell-Poe
Ag. Tech. & Ed. Systems
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322-2300
( 8 0 1 )7 s 0 - 3 3 8 9

SonjaWallace& StephanieBernkopf
Dept.of Environmental
Quality
PO Box 144810,
168N 1950W
SaltTakeCity, UT 84114-4810
(8OL)s36-4477

WY

Pat Gallagher
SeniorEnvironmentalAnalyst
Solid Waste& Hazardous
WasteDiv.
Departmentof Environmental
Quality
122W 25thSt
WY 82002
Cheyenne,
(301)771-77s2

Joe Hiller
ExtensionWater Specialist
P.O.Box 3354
University of Wyoming-Laramie
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-2196

Carrie Jaiobson
Office of Waste Management
Dept. of Environment & Natural Resources
523 E Capitol Ave
Pierre,SD 57501

Material in this Follution Prevention Tool Kit is intendedonly to provide ggneral information. Contactlour state and local officiats, local Extension
office, and vendorsfor infortnation specific to your business,tocition, ani equipmint, Theseuaterials were wrifren by lan ifisnstioi.under the
direction of M.F. Dahab and W.E. WoHt, Biotogbal SystemsEngineering,,,LWChaseHatl, Univenity of Nebraska-LincoU iAiAS-OZZt.
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Why the Concern About Waste?
As a businessowner, you've noticed waste disposalcosts climb year by
year. Along with that have come increasedregulations from federal,
state,and local governments,especiallyin the areaof hazardouswaste.
How did we get to this point?

Forsomebusinesses,
waste disposalcosts
are goingthroughthe
roof.

Throughout early history, it was common practice tp get rid of waste by
pitching it on the land or down the river. As people became frustrated
with the flies or rodents and even ill due to diseasesresulting from
waste,we learnedto carry it farther from our homes and businesses.
Later, burning and burial offered solutions.

Ourt the years,new technologywas developed.We learnedhow to
make plasticsfrom petroleum.This openeda whole new world to us,
from unbreakablecups to artificial hearts. Plastics solved some
problems of earlier packagingtypes; plastic is light and unbreakable.
Becauseof plastic packaging,we have less food waste,but
unfortunately,we have the packagingwaste on our hands.
With the development of affordable computers, people felt that written
documentswould become history. Information and correspondence
would be transmittedby computerdisk, or over telephonewires. Now,
we realize that computers have allowed us to generatemore documents
at a faster rate. The result: more paper waste.

has
As technology
our waste
developed,
has changed.

We also learnedhow to make materialsthat can kill pests,clean our
homes, keep our autos running, and generally make life easier. The
manufacturing by-products and leftover materials were disposed of like
our other wastes,thrown in a dump or down a drain. Some of these
materialsand disposalmethodshave come back to haunt us.

"'
toiiC,wati6'..''
symboi.oi,.ilre,,nationis
:uoveCanelbelanre.'a
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umped,theie.1.e0...
probtem'swhenc-hefi
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yeatis,'eadier
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,,.',,,,..,.,
r',.,.,..
hdmes''.'
. ,.,,...',
bstimiieo,
a,bo0:ffipre'rlal to 1savt..iiheii,
.i ,.,,.i

The Superfundwas developedto put thesewaste "ghosts" to rest.
Biltons of dollars are spent cleaning up abandonedhazardouswaste
sites, and, unfortunately,the list of sites is growing, not shrinking.
The EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) came into existencein
1970, due to concern about what was happening to our environment. Its
focus has been on what to do with pollution after it is generated.How
can it be handled,treated,and disposedof so that our land, water, and
public health are not harmed?As a result of these efforts, the U.S. has
made progress in cleaning up our water and air. Lake Erie, declared
dead in the 70s, has come back to life. Lead air emissionshave
decreasedby 96Vosince 1970, due mainly to the phase-outof leaded
gasoline.In almostevery categoryof air pollution,emissionshave
eitherleveledoff or declinedsince 1970

Untilrecently,the focus has
beenon pollutioncontrol.

In order to continue making progresstoward the goal of a clean, healthy
environment, the EPA has focused on a new approach called pollution
prevention.So what exactly is it? If you want an official definition,
pollution prevention is the elimination or reduction in waste quantities
or toxicities at the point of generation.The simple definition is "tr1 not
to make pollution in the first place. " Rather than control waste once it
is generated,don't make it. Period. This approachis so obvious, it's
amazingwe didn't considerit sooner!
If we don't make waste, we don't have to figure out where to store it.
We don't have to pay for handling, transporting, treating, or disposal of
it. We don't have to deal with the regulatoryred tape, especiallywhere
hazardousmaterials are concerned.

PollutionPrevention:What lt lsn't
Pollution preventionis not changingwaste from one form to another.
Burning paper waste in an outdoor burn barrel instead of throwing it in
the landfill merely changesthe form of pollution from solid waste to air
pollution. And, incidentally, in some areasburn barrels are illegal.
Pollution preventionis not treatmentto detoxify or to recover energy.
Nor is pollution preventiondisposal.These are examplesof pollution
control insteadof'prevention.

patrutdi+:;iHos;,,s;E;;ta
reorr.:
rn,,;lliin"*,
;*o';,,,,,,;a-,ii:;;
,,,i,,,e.t##,,ii
, an,i;te,,,time,,il,
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,,,,
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,,,,1,,1aS,tO;,;redu
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works
And pollutionprevention
Throughout the U.S., as businesseshave watchedwaste disposalcosts
soar, sorne have tried to reduce the amount of waste produced. In many
cases,by just altering a few methodsfor minimal cost, they've seen
dramaticresults- decreasedwaste and increasedprofits.

prevention
has
Pollution
increased
businessprofits.

O The Washington State University's Office of Publications and Printing
began a S-yearprogram in 1991 to reducethe amount of hazardousand
nonhazardouswaste produced.They choseto implement all the
componentsof the program in one year and reducedhazardouswastes
and toxic air emissionsby 97Vo.Overall, their waste reduction program
savedthem $95,000in one year.
O A Minnesota manufacturer of cabs for agricultural and construction
equipmentspent $270 for equipmentand labor, and saved$13,000
annually on solvent purchaseand disposal.
O A tool company in North Carolina changedits manufacturing process
to recover nickel from wastewater.This change cost $1,000, which was
recoveredin 5 weeks. The company seesan annual savingsof $10,000
due to the switch.
Even very small businessescan profit from pollution prevention. A
family-owned autobodyrepair shop employing 17 people saved $4,800
a year by using a still to reclaim spent solventson-site.The payback
period for the still was less than one year. The amount of solvents sent
off-site for treatmentor disposaldecrlasedby 807o.The owner of this
company believes that improvements made due to environmental issues
resulted in safer working conditions for his employees.This in turn led
to higher quality work and greater efficiency, which has attracted more
business.

iiiii:

By using pollution prevention methods, your businesswill be more
efficient. Face it, waste started out as a resource that you paid money
for, whether it's that paper you threw out, or spent solvents from
cleaning machineparts.
If you eliminate hazardouswaste generation,you get out from under the
regulations. Wouldn't life be simpler without manifests for hazardous
waste? The solution is not to get rid of the manifest system. It has an
important role in making sure hazardouswaste is handled safely. The
solution is to not generatehazardouswaste.
You are responsiblefor waste generatedby your business,even after it
leavesyour premises.Ry not generatingwaste,you escapethe liability
associatedwith it.

Pollution PreventionTool Number 2
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There me other benefits to using pollution prevention opportunities. You
will create a safer working environment. This in turn increases
employeemoraleand productivity.
The public, which includesyour customers,has a concern for the
environment and its quality. By adopting pollution prevention methods,
you will improve community relationsand improve your business
image. Your company may be better able to compete in the marketplace
if you not only use pollution preventionmethods,but publicize your
efforts.
Many of the generalpollution preventionmethodsare simple to
implement, and not costly. Take a close look at your housekeepingand
maintenanceprocedures,as well as how you handle your inventory. You
may also be able to modify your equipment to make it more efficient.
Perhapsnew equipmentwould savemoney in the long run, especiallyif
there are fewer waste disposal costs to pay. There may be less toxic raw
materialsavailableto substitutefor thoseyou presentlyuse. Later tools
will take a closer look at thesepollution preventionstrategies.
The next tool will gite you ideas on how to successfully implement
pollution preventionin your business.

Material in this Pollation Prevention Tool Kit is intendeil only to provide general informotion Contactyour sttte and local offrcials, Incal Ertcnsion
offrce, and vendorcfor information specifu to yaw business,tocirtio4 ayd equipment Thesematerials were writtcn hy Jan Hygnstrom undcr the
dbection of M.F. Dahah and W.E. Woldt, Biolagical SystemsEngineering, LW ChaseHall Univenily of Nebraska-Iincoln 68583-0726.
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Getting Off to a Good Start
Take a few minutes to look over this chart. It shows how successful pollution
prevention programs have been set up. You can use theseideas in your business,
whetheryour workforce consistsof 3 peopleor 50. The following pagesexplain
the chart more fully.

\

Use the team
approach.

teamsmeet
to
regularlY
brainstormano
develoPoPtions'

Teams rank
viableoPtions.
look at economic
feasibility. Use
Worksheet10e.

Continuethe Process'
Lookat otherranked

viable oPtions.Reconsider
loptions not PreviouslY

Teams
rescreenviable
options. Use
Worksheet10f.

/ presentoPtionsto
& emPloYees'
management

Evaluate
trialrun.

Have total management support.
In some cases,pollution preventionmay
have been brought to the attention of
managementby a concerned employee.
To show your commitment, write a policy
on pollution preventionin your business.
A sample appearsat right.

Educate & involve all employees from the beginning.'Just as total support of managementis
necessary,employeeinvolvement is crucial to an effective program.Employeeshave the hands-on
experienceand see the direct resultsof production methods.Once they understandthe pollution
prevention concept, they will be invaluable in generating ideas. Who better to include in making
plans for preventingpollution?

Develop a cornpany goal to work toward.
Set measurableand obtainablegoals. You
may want to decreaseyour solid waste output
by 25Voin one year. Or reduceyour
hazardouswaste by lAVo every year fOr 5
vears.

Use the team approach to divide work and maintain motivation. Large
businesseshave teams.Each consistsof 6 to 8 people from different
departments,including maintenance,accounting, management,and
production. Different viewpoints and knowledge of various parts of the
businessare shared.A small businessmay have everyone on one team.

Collect data. This will help you identify
opportunities for pollution prevention, and
establisha baselinefor measuringprogress.Many
businessowners arc amazedat the actual dollars
spent on waste managementand disposal.You
may want to use Worksheet 10a and conduct a
waste assessmentto determine the types and
amountsof waste generated. Worksheet 10b will
help you get a handle on where money is spentin
your business.This information will help you
evaluatepollution preventionoptions.

Pollution PreventionTool Number 3
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Have teams meet regularly. First, they'll brainstorm. This
involves dreaming up as many pollution prevention ideas as
possible.Ideas are not judged or evaluatedat this point. Just
keep generating ideas.
Screen options. Have teams use worksheet 10c to determine
which options should be consideredfurther.
Rank viable options. Have each team rank their options. Some
may not be viable at this time. Shelve those for future
consideration.
Look at technical feasibility. Use worksheet 10d to have teams
determine whether the technology exists for the viable option.
Shelve those which are not technically feasible for a later date.
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Look at economic feasibility. Use worksheet 10e to have teams
determinewhether the option is economicallyrfeasible.Shelve
those which are not feasible now for considerationlater.
Rescreen viable options. Have teams use worksheet 10f to look those options over again. Each team
should select one option to follow through.
Have teams present options to management and employees. Rank
these. Implement simple ideas first, to gain support for the program.
Start with one or two basic ideas to get everyone working together. This
will reap benefits quickly and provide motivation to do more.
Set up small scale trial run of selected option. The team may have to
do additional research and legwork. After they feel enough information
has been collected,try implementing the option on a small scale.
Evaluate. After the trial run. sit down and talk over the results.Are there any areasthat need special
attention?
Adjust and retry the option. Make any adjustmentsthat may
make the option run more smoothly. Run another trial. If you
feel it really is feasible....
Implement full scale. Try the option throughout your
business.
Evaluate option. Use worksheet 10g. Determine whether the
option was successful.Did you prevent pollution? Improve
worker safety? Realize economic benefits? Reduce your
liability?

Pollution PreventionTool Number 3
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Publicize your efforts. Tell your community what you're up to. If you have
succeededin reducing your waste generationby 257o,let people know. This shows
your concern for the environmentand your neighbors.Tool t has some ideas.
Apply for local, state, regional, or national awards. Even if you don't win, you
may get ideas for more pollution prevention possibilities just by going through the
applicationprocess.Tool t has information on this, too.

Program
Barriersto a SuccessfulPollutionPrevention
What are some potential barriers to developing and maintaining a successfulpollution prevention
program?If you are aware of them and plan for them, your chancesof preventingpollution, reducing
waste managementcosts,reducing liability, improving your businessimage, and improving
workplace safety will be greater.
If you don't have managementand employee support, a
successfulprogram will be a tough row to hoe. You can
demonstratemanagementsupport by developing a written
company policy on pollution prevention,setting goals for
reducing waste, and publicrzing and rewarding success.
Peoplewho are resistantto changewill be difficult to deal
with. For pollution prevention to work, people will have to
look at businessoperationswith a fresh eye. Forget that "it's
always been done this way." You have to be willing to
experiment a bit to get the kinks out, and test new ways of
doing things.

Taking on too much at once r,naydoom your pollution prevention
program from the start. Set a goal and pace yourself. Try simple
options first. As you gain experienceand have some successful
projects under your belt, look at more difficult options.
The next tool explainswhat hazardouswaste is. You'll see why
reducing or eliminating its generationmay be in your business'sbest
interests.

Malerial in this Pollution Preventian Tool Kit is intended only to provide general information. Contad your stote and local offtcials, local Extension
offtce, and vendors for information specifrt to your business, location, and. equipment. These materiak were written by Jan Hygnstrom under the
directian of M.F, Dahab and W,E, Woldt, Bialogical Systems Engineeringi LW Chase Hall, Universily of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726,
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Hazardous
Wasteand Your Business

MoneySpenton Hazardous
Services
WasteManagement
analytical,
in the US (includes
consulting,
environmental
designandengineering,
construction,
remediation
storage,and
transportation,
disposalcosts).

A

= $3billion
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What is Hazardous Waste?
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Ignoring hazardouswaste regulations is a serious matter.
Besidesendangeringpublic health and the environment,
improper handling of hazardouswaste can bring fines and even
jail sentences,as the article at the bottom of this page shows.
This tool gives you an idea of some of the regulations
hazardouswaste generatorsmust deal with. As you'll see,there
are benefits to pollution prevention - not producing hazardous
waste.In trying to reach that goal, the less hazardouswaste
your businessgenerates,the lower the number of regulations
you'll have to deal with. That meanssavingsin terms of time
and money.But first.....
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Although reducingthe amount of any waste your business
produceswill benefit you, there is specialconcern about
hazardouswastes.These are wastesthat can causeinjury or
death. They may also damageor pollute land, air, or water.
Hazardouswastes are regulated by federal and state laws.
The following information, taken from federal hazardouswaste
regulationsis meant to give you an idea of what a hazardous
waste generatormust do for compliance.Your state and local
regulations will be at least this stringent, never more lenient.
For more information on your state hazardouswaste
regulations,contactyour CooperativeExtensionoffice, Health
Department, or Environmental Agency.
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How do I know if a waste is hazardous?
There are 3 main ways a waste falls into the hazardouscategory.
L. Listed wastes - appearon any one of four lists of hazardouswastescontainedin the
ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct (RCRA). Thesehave been listed becausethey contain
any number of toxic materialsthat have been shown to be harmful to the environment,or they
exhibit one of the characteristicsdescribedbelow. Listed wastes may be generatedfrom
manufacturingprocessesor may consistof discardedcommercialch;mi;l products.
2. Characteristic

wastes - have one or more of the followins characteristics:

g

A. Ignitable - have a flash point
of less than 140" F. The flash
point of a liquid is the lowest
temperatureat which it can release
enough flammable vapor to ignite.
lgnitabla
Ignitablescan be liquids, solids,
flammable gases,or oxidizers. At
standard temperature and-pressure,non-liquid
ignitables may cause fire through friction,
absorption of moisture, or spontaneous
chemical changes.Some ignitable hazardous
wastesinclude kerosene,mineral spirits,
toluene, unJ *yf"n".

ts

B. Corrosiue - extremely
alkaline (pH greater than or
equal to I2.5) or extremely
acidic (pH less than or equal
Conosive
to 2), or can corrode steel at a
rate of greaterthan 0.25
inches per year. These dissolve skin, metals;
and other rnaterials. Special containers are
necessarvto resist corrosion.Corrosivewastes
include waste rust removers,waste acidic or
alkaline cleaning fluids, and waste battery
acid.

q

C. Reactive - unstable
or undergorapid or
violent chemical
reaction when exposed
to heat, pressure,
neactive
water. or other
materials. The
reactions may produce toxic fumes or
gases.Chromic acids, perchlorates,and
peroxides fall into this category.

a
a
Toxlc

D. Toxic - containhigh
concentrations
of some
heavymetalssuchas
lead,cadmium,or
mercury;or contain
certainpesticides.This
is determinedthrough

testing with the Toxics Characteristic
Leaching Procedure (TCLP). Toxic wastes
can cause cancer, kidney damage, birth
defects,and blood disease.

3. Mixtures r of listed hazardouswaste and non-hazardouswaste.
r of a characteristichazardouswaste and a non-hazardouswaste if it exhibits a
characteristic(ignitable, corrosive,reactive,or toxic).
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Material
$afety
Data

It is your responsibility to determine whether your wastes are
hazardous.The Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) that you
receivefor each hazardousmaterial you purchaseis a good place
to look for information. The amount of hazardouswaste your
businessproduceswill determinethe amount of paperwork and
regulations you must comply with. Tools 5 and 5a have more on
the MSDS.
Some wastes are called acutely hazardous.These are wastes so
dangerousin small amounts that the EPA regulates them in the
same way as large amounts of other hazardouswastes. Dioxincontaining wastesand some pesticidewastesfall into this group.

The amount of hazardouswaste your businessgeneratesand stores determineswhat category
your businessfalls into: Conditionally Exempt, Small Quantity, or Large Quantity Generator.
Each category has certain regulations that the generatorsmust comply with. Thesenames and
amo,untsmay vary by state. Be cer'tainto checkyour state's.These are the federal categories:

ExemptGenerators
Conditionally
produceno morethan220 lbs (about25
gal)of hazardouswaste and no more
than2.2 poundsof acutelyhazardous
waste.permonth.No morethan2,200
lbs of hazardouswastecan be stored
on yourproperty.

SmallQuantityGeneratorsproduce
between220 and2,200pounds
(between25 to lessthan300 gal)of
hazardouswasteand no morethan
wasteper
2.2 lbs of acutelyhazardous
month.

The next section of this tool gives the federal
guidelinesfor determining what wastesto
include when calculating hazardouswaste totals.
Be sure to look at your state and local
regulations to determine what wastes must be
included and what wastesneed not be.

LargeQuantityGeneratorsproduce
2,200pounds{about300 gal)or moreof
hazardouswasteor morethan2.2 lbs or
wastepermonth.
acutelyhazardous

There is a great deal of paperwork involved with
managing hazardouswaste. Besides the
paperwork, time must be spent training
employees,inspectingstorageareas,and keeping
up with changingregulations.If you didn't
generatehazardouswaste,theseregulations
would not apply to you.
That makeszero
hazardouswaste
productiona pretty
good target to aim for.
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Calculating Hazardous Waste Totals
Listed below are federal requirementsfor calculatinghazardouswaste totals. Remember,your
state and local requirements may be more strict. Contact your local Cooperative Extension office,
Health Departmentor Environmentalagencyfor stateand local regulations.
When calculating hazardous waste totals:
What wastesdo I include?
All listed and characteristic wastesthat you:
r accumulateon-site for any period of time prior to subsequent
management.
r package and transport off-site.
r place directly in a regulated on-site treatment or disposal unitr generateas still bottoms or sludges and removs from product storage
tanks.

Do not include wastes that:
r are specifically exempt from counting, such.as
used oil that has not been mixed with hazardous
waste or spent lead-acid batteries that will be sent
off-site for reclamation.
r may be left in the bottom of containers that
have been completely emptied through
conventionalmeans,such as pouring or pumping.
Containers are considered empty if no more than
1 inch of residue remains,.or no more than 3Voby
weight remains in a containerthat holds 110
gallons or less, or no more than 0.3Voby weight
remainsin a containerthat holds more than 110
gallons. Acutely hazardouswaste containersmust
be more thoroughly cleaned by triple-rinsing with
an appropriatesolvent.
r are discharged directly to a public utility that
treats industrial and domestic sewage, without
being stored or accumulatedfirst. However, this
discharge must comply with the Clean Water Act.

r you reclaim continuously on-site without storing
prior to reclamation, such as dry cleaning solvents.
Any residu-esremoved from the dry cleaning
machine and any spent cartridge filters must be
counted,however.
r you manage in an elementary neutralization unit,
which is a regulatedtank, container,or transport
vehicle designedto contain or neutralize corrosive
wastes.
r you managein a totally enclosedtreatmentunit
or a wastewatertreatment unit.
r you have already counted once during the
calendar month and treated on-site or reclaimed in
some mannerand used again.
r are left as residue in the bottom of product
storagetanks if the residue is not removed from
the product tank.

Material in thii Pollutian Prevention Tool Kit is intended only to provide general information. Contad your state and local offiti.als, local Extension
office, and vendorsfor information specific to your business,Iocation, and equipment. Thesemateriak were written by Jan Hygnstrom under the
direction of M.F. Dahab and W,E, Woldt, Bialogbal SystemsEngineering,.!rW ChaseHall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
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MaterialSafetyDataSheets
One important source of information is the Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS). It lists the ingredientsin a hazardousproduct, the hazardsto
safety and health, and the precautionsto follow when using the
product. Employers who use, store, or manufacture hazardous
materials are required by law to make the MSDS available to all
employeeswho could be exposed to the material.

t\flaterial
Safety
Sheets
The information
on the MSDS
will helpyou in determining
whetherwastecontaining
any
of the materialis hazardous.

Manufacturers of hazardousmaterials are required to provide accurate
product information, yet the quality of information may vary,
depending on the thoroughnessof the manufacturer. Do not consider
the MSDS to be a complete source of information for a product.
Instead, consider it a starting point for learning about the material.
You probably receivethe MSDS for any hazardousproductsyou use
from the distributor when you receive supplies.If you don't, call or
write to the manufacturer or distributor of the product and request a
recent copy. Indicate your intended use for the product, so the correct
information will be sent.A responsiblebusinessshould respondto
your request.
The MSDS must contain some basic information, although the format
may vary from one manufacturerto another. There are eight major
sections,describedbelow. In any section, the letters ND means the
information has not been determined and NA mean'snot applicable.
Look at an MSDS from your files while reading this tool. Read the
brief summary of each of the sections.These should be similar to
those on your MSDS, but remember, there will be some variation. Get
to know the product you use in your businessby answeringthe
questions.

L. Material Manufacturer and Identification
This spction gives the name, address,and emergencytelephone number of the
product's manufacturer.The chemical name or trade name of the product is given. If
the product is a mixture of several chemicals, only its trade name will be listed. Is a
Chemical Abstract Service number given? This number allows you to find more
information from other sources,such as library books. When was the MSDS prepared?

2. Hazardous Ingredients/Identity Information
This section lists the product ingredients which have been determined to be
hazardous.The percentage,by weight, of each ingredient is listed, using the
chemical or cornmon name. Does your MSDS tell at what concentration the
material could produce a health hazard?This information is based on research
using test animalsin laboratoryexperiments.One abbreviationyou may see in this
section or section 6 Health Hazard Data is TLV, or Threshold Limit Value. This is
the recommendedairborne concentrationthat nearly all workers can be exposed to
without advers-eeffects. In general, the lower the TLV, the greater the potential for
adversehealth effects.
As you read your MSDS, you may find 3 types of TLVs listed.
Time Weighted Average (TLV/TWA)- the recommendedexposure concentration for a
normal 8-hour workday, 4O-hourworkweek. If the MSDS lists only TLV, it usually refers to
this value.
Short Term Exposure Limit (TLV/STEL)- the recommendedexposureconcentrationabove
the TWA for a limited number of l5-minute exposure periods.
Ceiling Exposure Limit (TLV/C)- the recommendedexposure concentration that should not
be exceededat any time during the work period.

3. Physical and Chemical Data

ffi
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This section describesthe physical characteristicsof the product. Is it a liquid,
solid, or gas at room temperature?What is the evaporation rate? Does the
vapor rise or settle?Does the product dissolve in water? Information on the
odor and appearancecan help you to verify that you have the correct MSDS.

'
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4. Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
This section describesthe circumstancesunder which the product rnay ignite or
explode. What is the flash point, the lowest temperatureat which the material can
releaseenough flammable vapor to ignite? What are the recommended
extinguishing media, materials that should be used to put out a fire? These may
include foam, water, carbon dioxide, or dry chemical. Are there special fire fighting
proceduresto follow? Is specialprotectiveequipmentneeded?

Mrd

ti\

\.----:-:7

5. Reactivitv Data
This section tells how the product will react under particular environmental
conditions. Will it decomposeover time? Will heat or sunlight cause a dangerous
reaction, producing a toxic or flammable substance?This section will also indicate
which chemicals are incompatible with the product, and should not come in contact
with it. This information is important when choosing safe storage conditions.

6. Health Hazard
This section provides a combined estimate of the total known hazards of the product.
It describesroutes of exposure and effects of short and long-term exposure. What are
the signs, symptoms, or diseasesthat may result from overexposure?Are any medical
conditions generally recognized as being aggravatedby exposure to the product?
What emergency and first aid proceduresshould be followed in case of overexposure?
This section may also indicate whether the hazardousproduct is listed in the National
Toxicology Program (NTP) Annual Report on Carcinogensor is a potential
carcinogen according to the International Agency for Researchon Cancer or by
OccupationalSafety and Health Administration.

Pollution PreventionTool Number 5
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7. Precautionsfor Safe Handling and Use
This section tells the safest known ways to handle the material. Are there special
proceduresfor cleaning up spills and leaks? How should you dispose of the
product? In general,information on disposalis not supplied.in detail because
local, state, zindfederal regulations vary. This section also provides information
that might not be listed elsewhere,such as storageiriformation and cleaning or
disposingof contaminatedclothing.

8. Control Measures
This section describespersonal protective equipment, work practices, and
ventilation proceduresto use when working with the product. Are special gloves
or respiratoryprotectionrecofilmended?Is eye protection suggested?

Your MSDS may have additionalsections,suchas SpecialPrecautionsor Regulatory Information.

Now that you've become familiar with the MSDS,
find out what some of the terms, like LD50 and
vapor density mean. The next tool, Taking a Closer
Look at the'MSDS, will help you better understand
some of the characteristicsof the hazardous
materials used in your business.Is a material with
an:LD5O of 500 mg/kg more toxic than one with an
LD50 of 400 mg/kg? If a material is heavier than
air, does it pose more of a health hazard to children
and pets? You can find this in the MSDS if you
know where and how to look.

Adaptedfrom IdenttfyinsProductHazards:Material SafetyDgta Sheets,copyright 1991by the
WasteProject,1031E. Battlefield,Suite214,
Universityof Missouri'sHouseholdHazardous
Springfield,MO 68507.

Material in this Pollutian Preyentinn Tool Kit is intended only to provide general informatian, Contactyour state and loial offuials, local Extensian
offue, and vendorsfor informatian specifrc to your business,location, anttrjquipmint. Thesematerials were wri.llen by Jan Hygnstromunder the
directian of M.F. Dahab and W.E. Wotdt, Biologieal SystemsEngineering, LW ChaseHqll, IJnivenity of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
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Takea CloserLook at the MSDS
I Some terms and abbreviations you may find in the
Hazardous Ingredients/Identity Section include:
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)- the amount of an
airborne substancethat most healthy adult workers can be
exposed to at work without adverse effect.
LD50- the lethal dose that will kill 5OVoof the test
animals in laboratory experiments through either skin
contact or ingestion The lab results are used to estimate
the toxicity to humans by adjusting the results to human
body weight and characteristics.Researchersare usually
conservative in their estimates becausedifferent species
react differently.
LC50- the lethal airborne concentrationthat will klll50%
of the test animals when administered in a single exposure
in a specific time period.
pptn- measue of concentration in parts per million.

mg/m3- milligrams of chemical substanceper cubic meter
of air, to measure concenffations for dusts, gases,or
mists.
S (skin)- indicates that the substancemay be absorbed
through the'skin, mucous membranes, and eyes.
mg/kg' milligrams of solids or liquids per kilograrn of
body weight, usually given by ingestionor injection.

I Sorne terms you may find in the Physical and Chemical Data section include:
Vapor pnessure- indicates how easily a liquid will
evaporate.It is measured in millimeters of mercury (mm
Hg). Liquids with higher vapor pressuresrequire better
ventilation. A liquid is considered volatile when its vapor
pressure exceeds 5 or 6 mm Hg.
Vapor density- the weight of a vapor or gas compared to
an equal volume of air. Air is rated as 'I. Vapors heavier
than air have a density greater than l. They accumulate in
low areas where they may pose health hazards to small
children and pets, and may create fire hazards. Toluene
has a vapor density of 3.2.
Specific gravity- the ratio of the weighf of a product's
known volume to the weight of an equal volume of water.
A specific gravity of greater than 1 means the substance
will sink in water; less than I means it will float. Most
flammable liquids are lighter than water.

Evaporation rate- the rate at which a product will
change ffom a liquid to a gas when compared to the
evaporation rate of a known material. Noryal butyl
acetate,which has an evaporation rate of 1, is commonly
used for comparison. A slow evaporation rate is
considered less than 0.8. Water has a rate of 0.3. A fast
evaporation rate is greater than 3.0. Acetone is 5.6. Fast
evaporating solvents can releasehazardous amounts of
vapors into the air quickly and should only be used in
well-ventilated areas with appropriate safety equipment.
Percent:volatile' the percentageof a liquid or solid that
will evaporate at 70oF (unless another temperatureis
indicated). If the percentageexceeds lAVo, be sure to use
the product in a well-ventilatedarea.

Solubility in water- the quantity of a product that will
dissolve in water at:rqom temperature.Gases with low
water solubilities are more likely to reach the deep tissues
of the lungs. High solubility gasesare more likely to
dissolve into the moist mucous membranesof the upper
alrwaYs.

Solubility in water may be expressedas:
Negligible less than0.1%
Slight 0.1 to l7o
Moderate I to l\Vo
Appreciable more than l0%
Complete 1007o.

I Some terms and abbreviations you may find in the Fire and ExplosionHaznd Data Section include:
Flammable limits. the lowest and highest concentrations
of vapor or gas in the air that will ignite when exposed to
a spark or flame. The lower flammable limit is LFL or
LEL and upper is UFL or UEL. Products with a wide
flammable limit such as ethyl ether, 1.9-3.6,may ignite
either near or far from an ignition source. Products with a
niurow flammable liririt may ignite only near the ignition
source. When considering the explosion hazards, the LFL
is the most important. The lqwer lhe LFL, the less of a
substanceneededin the air before it can ignite.

I

Flash point- the lowest temperature at which the liquid
gives off enough vapors to form an ignitable mixture with
'
the-air above its,surface when exposed to an ignition
'
source.A product with a flash point near or below 100oF
is particularly dangerousbecauseexposure to any ignition
- source, such as a spark from static electricity or a burning
cigarette,may set off a fire or explosion. Gasolinehas a
flash point of -50"F.
Unusual fire and explosion hazards- tells what toxic or
irritant gasesmay be releasedin a fire.

Some terms and abbreviations you may find in the Reactivity Data Section include:

Stability- indicat6s whether the product will decompose
over time and the environmental conditions, such as heat
or direct sunlight, that may cause a dangetousreaction.
Incompatibility- indicates which chemicals should not
come in contact with the product. Any materials that are
identified as incompatible should be stored and used
separalely.
Hazardous decomposition products- indicates which
hazardous substancesmay be released during fires or from
decomposrtron.

Hazardbus polymerization- a proceSsby which the
moleculesof a chemical can combine to form larger
molecules, called polymers. If this chemical reaction
happenstoo quickly, it may produce a great amount of
heat, which may result in a fire or explosion. This type of
reaction,under controlled conditions,is commonly used to
produce plasticsand usually requiresheat or a catalyst.lf
a polymerization hazard exists, specific storage
instructions and the shelf life of the chemical should be
listed.

f Some terms you may find in the HealthHazard Data Section include:
Acute health effects- signs and symptoms such as
headaches,dizziness,skin or eye irritation. vomiting,
corna, or death, that result from a single exposure.
Symptoms usually occur shortly after exposure.
Chronic health effects- gradual and occur through
repeated exposure over an extended period of time.
Chronic effects include cancer, liver or kidney d4mage,
birth defects, or central nervous system damage.

Acute effects are usually reported in more detail than
chronic effects becausemore research has been conducted
on acute effects. Isolating the long-term effects of a single
chemical is difficult becauseindividuals are exposedto
toxic substancesfrom.a variety of sources, there may be a
lapse in time between exposure and the development of
symptoms, 4d symptoms may vary from one person to
another.

Uite*l
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ln the FarmCooperative
throughlmprovedHousekeeping,
Maintenance,
Purchase,
and Inventory
Just modifying your generalhousekeepingand maintenance
practices,and how you handle purchasesand inventory may reduce
the amount of hazardousand nonhazardouswaste your business
generates.Even the packaging or form that your supplies are
purchasedin can make a difference. These are some areaswhere
you may see big dollar savings with little, if qny, monetary
investment.

The following pages deal with pollution
preventiontechniquesrelating to fertilizer,
pesticide, and petroleum handling and storagein
the farm cooperative, as well as commercial
application of farm chemicals. A vehicle
maintenancepollution prevention tool kit is
available if you maintain trucks or cars in your
business.That information also may be useful in
small engine repair operations.

Take a pencil and check off the practices you
already use. Put a question mark near those you
want to consider for future pollution prevention
efforts. After you finish reading all the options,
go back to those with question marks. Rank
them accordingto easeof implementation,and
whether they will affect the wastesyour
businessgeneratesin the greatestvolume or
those that are hazardous.

Good Housekeeping
n Do you keep storage and work areasclean and well organized?
. Keeping spilled grain to a minimum helps reduce rodent and bird infestations.
r Increasesefficiency. Time is not wastedsearchingfor materialsand tools.
I Reducesthe chancefor accidents.
r Saves money. Dollars are not wasted purchasing duplicates.
r Spills and leaks are more noticeable.You'll be able to react quickly,
before leaks and spills get out of hand.
! Do you keep track of where spills have occurred?Keep a chart handy to mark
down this information. Look at the areasand see how to avoid future spills.
r Reducesloss of materials.
r Savestime and money spent on cleanup.

D Are all containers properly labeled? This is a regulatory requirement for hazardousmaterials and
hazardouswaste.
r Efficiency increases
r Reducesthe chanceof using the wrong material.The wrong chemical could ruin a crop and
your farm cooperative'sreputation.
I Helps reduce hazardouswaste generationby preventing accidental incorrect mixtures.

Maintenance
tr Do you check for leaks regularly? Use your
sensesto find leaks. You may be able to:
r smell chemical odors
r seepools or droplets
r hear hissing noises.

Some areas to inspect for leaks and repairs on a weekly basis include:
o chemical storage areas
o solvent tanks or sinks
tr pumps
o pipes, hoses,and couplings

tr waste storage areas
o filter gaskets,seatings
o fittings, valves
tr sprayer tanks

tr While looking for signsof leaks,do you checkthat equipmentis
operatingproperly?Puttingequipmenton a goodmaintenance
schedulewill
help keepthemefficient.

Purchaseand Inventory
Think about how you purchasematerials.A large inventory ties up money that might be needed
elsewherein your business.
n Do you have good inventory records?A computerized systerntelling purchasedate, cost, and even
location in storagecan save you time and money. Knowing what you've sold in the past and what
you have on hand allows you to make better purchasingdecisions.
r Reducesoverpurchaies.
r Reduceschanceof having materialsexceedexpiration date in storage.
r Minirnizes customer complaints about out of stock merchandise.
E Can you standardizematerials, or use the minimum number of material types in your operation?
r Increasesthe potential for recycling, especially where solvents are concerned..
r Reducesthe amount of waste requiring disposal.
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I Can you use multi-purposematerials,
especially for cleaning and maintenance?
r Reducesthe number of materials stored
and used.
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n Do you order materials in appropriate unit
sizes to reduce your inventory?
lffiN&rffiil
r Ordering smaller containersof
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infrequently used materials reducesthe
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rchance that they will become outdated in
storage.
r Ordering larger containers of frequently
used materials reduces the number of
containers that must be managedwhen empty.

fl Do you purchaseonly what you will need in the near future or buy on an as-neededbasis?Find
out how quickly your supplier can get materialsto you, so you don't have to store them. Anticipate
your needsand plan, using past years' recordsbombinedwith businessprojections.
r Reduces,thechanceof having expired materials.Be careful when taking advantageof volume
discounts. This can lead to stockpiling haziardousmaterials, which may eventually require
disposal as hazardouswaste.
. Reducesrisks associatedwith storage,such as leaks, spills, or fires.
.
v

n Do you factor in waste managementcosts when purchasingmaterials?
r Raw materialsthat generatehazardouswastecost more than just the purchaseprice.
n Can you purchaseas well as sell fuel, pesticides,and fertilizers in returnableor refillable bulk
containers?
r Eliminates empty containerdisposalfor you and your customers.Any servicethat you can
provide that decreasesyour customers'waste handling is a featherin your cap.
! Have you considered purchasing and selling farm chemicals in more concentratedformulas, or in
dissolvablepackets?
rReducespackagingwaste for your customers,and for you if you commercially apply chemicals.
E Can you purchase bulk liquids instead of aerosol
containers?
r Reducespackaging waste.
r Eliminates aerosolpropellants,improving
working conditions.
U Can you reject rail cars contaminatedby materials
other than feed or grain?
r Avoid having to disposeof potentially hazardous
or bulky waste.
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n Do you inspect all materials upon delivery?
r Immediately return unacceptablematerials to the
supplier. Broken packaging or expired materials may
increaseyozr waste load.
E Do you make sure a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
accompanieseach hazardousmaterial?
r Each MSDS has valuable information about proper
storage and handling of the material.
r Ernployees should know where they are kept and how
to use them. Not only is this good for employee
safety,it is required by the OccupationalSafety and
Health Administration (OSHA).
n Do you check that all purchaseshave legible labels?
r Efficiency increases.
r Reducesthe chance of using the wrong material.
fl Can you return wooden pallets to your supplier or a pallet salvagingoperation?
r Eliminates your need to manage them.
n Do you rotate stock and use dated materials on a FIFO (first in-first out) basis?
r Reducesthe chance that materials will deterioratein storage.
n Can you make arrangementsto return expired or unopenedchemicals to your supplier?
r If you decide to use old material, test small amounts for effectivenessfirst. The manufacturer
may be able to reprocessunusedchemicals.
tr Do you track amounts of raw materials used by keeping good records?
r Allows you to measurereduction in use.
tr Do you limit accessto storageareas?
r Reducesthe chanceof accidentalspills or leaks.
r Reducesliability due to exposure of unauthorized personnel.

Contact yout statc and local offuialt, lacal Ertensian
Material in this Polltrtion Prevention Tool Kit is intcndeil only to provide generul informatbn
offue, and vendon for informAion speciftc to your busincss, locatioa and eqaipme* Thcsc nalcrials vere vrifrcn by lan Hygnstrom ander thc
68583-0726.
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PetroleumProductand FarmChemicalStorage
Even your storage methods can affect your waste generationand potential to pollute. Think about
how you store both your petroleum products and your farm chemicals, such as fertilizers and
pesticides.You may be creatingmore waste unnecessarily.The cheapest,safestalternativeyou may
have is to cut back on the amountsstored.If that's not practical,considerhow you can protect the
materials you keep on hand. Proper storageof petroleum products and farm chemicals reduces the
risk of harming people and the environment.This tool will help you look at your storagesite, the
structure,and your storagemethods.

Petroleumand Farm ChemicalStorageSite
Most farm cooperatives do not have the luxury
of choosing new sites for building storage
facilities. You can, however, take note of where
your storage facilities are and plan to reduce the
chanceof environmentalemergencies.If you are
planning to build a new facility, research
potential building sites carefully and reduce
opportunities for environmental hazards,

6rw
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tr Do you have a site plan showing locationsof
undergroundfuel tanks, water wells, electrical
servicelines, and other features?
r Looking at the big picture helps you to
anticipateproblems.
Make a scale drawing of your site plan, and
include:
tr Underground and above-groundfuel storage
tanks, propanetanks and pipelines.
tr Water wells.
tr Fire hydrants,water lines, gas lines.
tr Main gas shutoff.
tr Electrical service lines, transformers,
disconnect.
Et Ponds,creeks,rivers, lakes.
tr Sewer lines, septic tanks, sewagelagoons.

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

Drainagepattern of site.
Pesticide storagecontainment area.
Mixing/loading pad.
Fertilizer storage area.
Anhydrous storagearea.
Flammable liquid storage.
Roads,driveways.
Propertylines, easements.
Prevailing seasonalwind directions.

E Are tanks and storage areaslocated out of major traffic flow areasfor your business,but easy to
accessfor loading or emergencies?
r Allows you to get chlmicals out in a hurry if the need arises.
r Reducesthe chancefor accidentsand spills.
! Do you know your local or stateregulations,
and are you in compliance for the minimum
distancesto:
E rivers, lakes, ponds, or water wells?
tr residentialor businessbuildings?
tr underground fuel storage tanks?
tr the water table, aquifer, and flood plain?
tr surroundingbuildings?
I Are your farm chemical or petroleum storagetanks and buildings isolated from feed, seed, or other
storageareas,as well as shop and office buildings?
r Minimizes accidentalexposureto workers and customers.
r Reducesthe chancefor fire to spread.
n Is the chemical mixing and loading areaclose to your storagefacility?
r Minimizes the distancethat chemicalsare carried and reducesthe chancefor spills.
n Do you have an emergencyresponseplan for the site? Know where the runoff water will go, how
to handleyour particularchemicals,and whom to call for help.

StorageStructures
n If you have undergroundstoragetanks, have
you consideredreplacing them with above-ground
tanks?
r Easier to detect leaks.
r Fewer corrosion problems.
n Are underground and above-groundtanks
installedaccordingto manufacturer's
specifications?
r Proper installation is one way to reduce the
chanceof leaks in the tank or connectedpiping.
Even scratchesin a metal tank causedby careless
installation can increasecorrosion and tank
deterioration.
! Do storage areashave an impermeable floor?
r Reducesthe possibility that chemicalswill
seep into the ground and contaminate soil
or water.
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tr Do you have a separatebuildings for storing
pesticidesand fertilizers? Store pesticides
separatelyfrom fertilizers, and never store any
farm chemical inside a wellhouse or a facility
containing an abandonedwell.
I Eo farm chemical and petroleum storage
structures have secondary containment structures
such as dikes or curbs? Fertilizer and pesticide
storage containment must be separatedfrom each other.
r Preventsspills from entering soil, surfacewater or groundwater.
r Preventschemicalsfrom spreadinginto other areas.
r In case of a fire, water used to put out a fire may be contaminated,and will be confined.
E Does your containmentarea meet local and staterequirements?In many states,containmentareas
for large bulk tanks rnust be able to confine I25Vo of the contents of the largest bulk container, plus
the displacedvolume of any other storagetanks in the area.Contact your Extensionoffice to find out
your local requirements.
r Temporarily holds pesticide or fertilizer releasesfrom primary storage tanks, pipes or valves.
I Allows you to recoverspilledproduct.

\'

[1 Is your storagearea or building locked?
r Provides security.
r Preventsunauthlrized use of pesticidesand reducesthe chanceof accidentalspills or theft.
I Are windows and doors labeled to alert
firefighters that pesticides, fertilizers, and other
products are stored in the structure?Maintain a
list of the chemicalsand the amount stored.Keep
a copy of this list away from the storagearea.
r Labels on the outside of the building give
firefighters and other emergencypersonnel
information' about pesticides and fertilizer
during an emergency responsefor fire or a
spill.

StoragePractices
!

,

v

Do you store material.son pallets so that you can easily check for leaks?
r Store drums off concretefloors to reducethe chanceof corrosion from moisture.

of steel?
JLUvr
i
vgD
l-tr4t.lv
made \Jr
tr Are shelves
I If a spill occurs, steel is easierto clean than wood
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n Do you'periodically check that shelving is sturdy and hasn't weakened?
! Are aisleswide enough ior people to maneuver?
r Easier to move containers,reduceschanceof accidents.
r Allows easy accessfor inspectionsand emergencyresponse.
n Are containersstackedaccordingto manufacturer'sinstruction?
r Avoids damagingthe containerson the bottom from improper weight distribution.

,

! Do you storedry productsaboveliquids?
r Preventswetting from spills.
n Are farm chemicals stored so they will be kept dry and out of the way of activities that might
knock over a jug or rip open a bag? Short-termstorage,such as during seasonaluse, posesa lower
risk than year-roundstorage,but any storage,regardlessof length of time stored,posesa risk.
n Do you keep different types of pesticidesseparate?Herbicides,insecticides,and fungicides should
be kept on separateshelvesor areas.
r Avoids iross-contamination.
r Reducesthe chanceof using the wrong material.
r Reducesthe risk associatedwith fire or accidentalspills.
r Prevents cross-contaminationand mixing of incompatible materials
I Makes inventory control easier.
n Are all materials securely covered?
r Reducesthe chanceof spills.
r Reducesloss of liquids due to evaporation.
n Do you store products in locationsthat will preservetheir shelf life?
r The MSDS tells proper storage conditions for specific materials. For example, some materials
should not be exposedto direct sunlight or high temperatures.
l Contact your local fire or county health departmentfor special measuresthat may be required
to safely store waste oil and flammable materials.
! Do you store piles of dry butk fertilizer on an impermeable surface under cover or in a building?
Treat dry fertilizer impregnated with pesticides as a pesticide. Store under cover or protected from
rain.

Contut yoan state and local offtcials, local Efrensbn
Material in thk Polhttion Preventian Tool Rit is htended only to'providc general infonnftbn
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ln the Farm Cooperativethrough lmprovedBasic Operations
Often, we do things a certain way becausethat's how we
were trained. We may not even know why we do it that
way. Maybe the real reason for how it was done in the past
no longer applies.
Every so often it may be a good idea to step back and look
at how we do even simple tasks in a business.Is there a
good reasonbehind it? Is it just a habit?
The following pageshave some pollution prevention
techniquesto considerin the farm cooperative.Use that
pencil again and check off the practicesyou already use. Put
a question mark by those you want to consider. After you
finish reading all the ideas, go back to those with question
marks and rank them according to easeof implementation
and those that will affect your largest or most hazardous
waste stream.

n Do you train employees about safe handling of farm chemicals, equipment, and wastes?
r Reducesthe chance for incorrect mixtures.

n Are proceduresfor using equipmentwritten in simpleform for quick reference?
r Laminateand post for easyreference.
This is no substitutefor goodtraining,however.

tr Are containers closed with

tight fitting lids and bungs when not in use?
r Reducesevaporationlosses.
r Reduceschanceof spills.

! Do you have spigots and pumps for dispensingnew materials?
r More precisedispensingand less waste.

Equipment Operaling
lnstructions:
l. Tum n squiment d
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n Are there funnels for transferring wastes to storagecontainers?
r Reducesthe possibilityof spills.
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tr Do you turn on equipment over a staggeredperiod of time?
r Reducespeak electricity demands.
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n Can you collect and use spilled grain dust in manufacturing feed pellets?
E Can you spray mineral oil on grain as it enters storage?
r Keeps dust on the grain instead of letting it into the air.
E Do you use tanks and containers according to manufacturerinstructions and only for their intended
purpose?

Spillsand Leaks
Spills and leaks can occur during storage,while mixing and./or
transferring materials, or during application of farm chemicals.
Proper storage and handling can reduce the chance of spills
and leaks, but accidents.happen. Your best defertseis to have
proper training, secondarycontainment, know what to do in
case of a spill, and who to contact for help.

E Do all employeesknow who to notify in case of a leak or spill from any tank-'whether it is above
or below ground, or even a vehicle-mounted tank? Post emergencyphone numbers.
E Have you chected your state and local regulations to see what types and volume of spills must be
reported?
n Do you have an emergency responseplan for the site? Know where the runoff water will go, horv
to handle your particular chemicals,and whom to call for help.
tr Are employees well-trained in handling spill and leaks?If a bag is accidentally ripped open,
csntrol the spill, confine it to the immediate area and clean it up promptly. This is easier to do in
buildings with solid, impermeablefloors. For liquid spills, a curb and sealedimpermeablefloor will
virtually eliminate any seepageof chemicalsinto the ground. Reusethe pesticideor fertilizer as it
was intended.Dry fertilizer impregnatedwith a pesticideis considereda pesticideand, if spilled,
should be recoveredand applied to the target crop as it was intended.
! Do you have and periodically test overflow alarms on storagetanks?
! Do you have a good secondarycontainmentsystem?
r An imperrneable floor and walls around a storage area will minimize the amount of pesticide
or fertilizer seeping into the ground if a bulk liquid storage tank should leak.
tr If you have underground tanks,.do you test them periodically for leaks, and constantly monitor
them? Be certain that you meet and, if possible,exceedfederal, state,and local regulations.
r Detect leaks before major problemsdevelop.
r Cleanup of petroleum leaks is always costly and not always totally effective.
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E If you plan to install new undergroundtanks, are you familiar with state and local installation,
monitoring, and recordkeepingrequirements?
r Contact your state fire marshall, environmental agency, cooperative extension office or local
health department.
I Do you monitor your tank for leaks, following your stateand local requirements?Some methodsto
monitor tanks include groundwater monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and automatic tank gauging.
Measuring the contents of your tank is an inexpensive and easy way to help detect leaks. When there
is any decreasein level over time without any withdrawal of fuel, or if there is an increase in watef
in the tank, your tank has a leak. While inventory measurementwill not detect very small leaks, it
will at least provide a warning that further investigation may be necessary.
n If you use a measuringstick to measuretank liquid level, are you certain that the stick does not
punctureor damagethe bottom of the tank?
n If your existing tank is near a drinking water well, do you have an adequateleak-detectionsystem
in place?

New Twists on Old ldeas: IntegratedPest Managementand
SustainableAgriculture
IntegratedPest Management(IPM) usesa combinationof cultural,
mechariical, biological, and lastly, chemical controls. IPM services have
field scoutsmonitor insectsand diseases.They will help determineif
treatment is needed,the type of treatment and the proper timing of the
treatment,
r Cultural methods provide unfavorable growing conditions for pests and
favorable growing conditions for crops; Remove old plant material, rotate
varieties.
crops to prevent diseaseand insect population buildup, and use disease-resistant
r Biological methodsencouragenatural pest enemieslike parasites,diseasesand predators.
r Mechanical control uses cultivation to reduce weed pressure.
r And lastly, chemicals are used if none of the other options are feasible. Insects and diseasesmay
develop up resistanceto chemicals that are used repeatedly.This reducesour choices of effective
productswe can use when chemicalsare really needed.
! Will IPM put you out of business?No.
r Unnecessarypesticide sprays have costs to the farmer and the environment. Every time a
farmer goes out of businessdue to high overheador a low profit margin, you've lost another
customer.
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As defined by Congress,sustainableagriculture is an integrated system of plant and animal
production practices having a site-specific application that will, over the long term:
/ satisfy human food and fiber needs;
/ enhanceenvironmental quality and the natural resourcebase upon which the agricultural
economydepends;
{ make the most efficient use of nonrenewableresourcesand on-farm resourcesand integrate,
where appropriate,natural biological cycles and controls;
/ sustain the economic viability of farm operations; and
I enhancethe quality of life for farmers and society as a whole.

Sustainableagriculture is not:
/
/
/
t
/
/
/
/

abreak with modern agriculture.
another name for organic farming.
only for small farms.
only for livestock farms.
a stepbackward.
a panaceafor all environmental problems.
a complete solution to farm profitability problems.
abudget-buster for the USDA.

"
offtce, and vendon fur informatian specifu to yoar business, locatbn, and equipmcnl These nabrials
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ln the FarmCooperative
ThroughlmprovedChemicalHandlingand Application
Mixing, loading, and applying farm chemicals like fertilizers and pesticides present many opportunities to
generatewaste and pollution. You can use some practices to reduce the risk to people and the environment.
tr When handling pesticides, do employees wear proper protective clothing at all times? Remember that
pesticides are designed to kill pests; some may also harm humans if not handled correctly. Basic protective
gear includes a long-sleeved shirt, long pants, sturdy rubber shoesor boots, chemical resistant apron, gloves,
and goggles or a face shield. Read the chemical label instructions for any further safety precautions.
tr Are employees trained in safety measures?Never eat, drink, smoke, or go to the bathroom while working
with chemicals until you've washed your face and hands thoroughly with detergent and water.

ChemicalMixingand Loading
Even small spills in the mixing and loading area may contaminate groundwater or the soil. You may not
notice small quantities spilled regularly in the same place, but the chemicals can build up in the soil and may
eventually reach groundwater.
tr Do you have an impermeable mixing and loading pad such as sealed,liquid+ight concrete?
r Protectsthe environment.
r Reduces your potential for liability.
E Does your mixing/loading pad have a sloped surface with water-tight walls and curbs? Provide secondary
containment while transferring liquids to spraying equipment or nurse tanks. As you know, clean up of liquid
spills can be much more difficult than clean up of dry materials.
r Keeps liquids confined.
r Allows ybu to reclaim product.
E Does your mixing and loading pad have independentshallow sumps in each containment area2
r Allows you to handle different pesticides and fertilizers without cross-contamination.
r Be sure to follow local regulations regarding sumps,
tr Is the pad large enough to contain leaks from bulk tanks, wash water from cleaning equipment, and spills
from transferring chemicals to the sprayer or spreader?The size of the pad also dependson the equipment you
use. It should provide space around the parked equipment for washing and rinsing.
tr If you don't have curbs, will liquids from the pad move away from the well or any surface water?
r Construct a diversion so runoff is directed to another area.

E Is the pad designed so that storm water will not enter it?
r Reducesthe volume of liquids you have to manage.
If you are considering constructing a mixing and loading pad, contact your local Extension office or University
Engineering Extension office for more detailed information. If you don't have a pad, there are other
opportuniti"s for you to reducethe risk of contaminatingwater or soil.
tr Do you avoid mixing and loading pesticides near a well, stream, or
wetland? Use a nurse tank to transport water to the mixing and loading site.
Move the mixing site each year within the field of application, to prevent
chemicalbuildup.
r Protectssurfacewater.
r Preventschemicalbuildup in soil.
tr Do you avoid mixing and loading on gravel driveways or other surfaces
that would allow spills to sink quickly through the soil? A clay surface is
better than sand.
. Spills will take longer to seepinto soil, giving you more time to
react.
tr Do you avoid mixing incompatible materials? Read product labels
carefully when combining two or more pesticides in the same tank. Perform
a small-jar compatibility test with the carier you'll use in the field, and add
a compatibility agent to the chemical mixture if recommended.
I Reduceswaste if chemicalsare not compatible.
tr Are employeestrained in safe handling?
/ Never open a container with your bare hands.
/ Use a screw driver, not a knife that you'll use for cutting your food, to open drums or cans.
/ Hold the container as low as possible when pouring so that it won't splash or give off dust.
tr Do you make sure that there is backsiphon prevention device on the well or hydrants? Provide an air gap of
6 inches between the hose and top of the sprayer tank. Never put the hose directly into the sprayer tank.
r Preventsreverseflow of liquids into the water supply.
tr Is there always a trained employeeto supervisesprayerfilling? For restricted-usepesticides,a trained and
certified applicator r??zslsuperviseoperations.
E Have you considereda closed chemical handling system?
r Transfers the pesticide directly from storagecontainer to applicator equipment through a hose. Humans
and the environment are never inadvertently exposed to the pesticide- Remember to leave an air gap
between the hose and the top of the sprayer tank to prevent back-siphoning.
tr Do you have a direct injection system?The chemical concentrateis meteredinto the boom and mixed with
the diluent just before it is sprayed through the nozzle.
r Eliminates leftover premixed pesticide.
tr Do you use rinse water for mixing subsequentloads of the samechemical?Spray the last rinsate load on the
labeledcrop.
r Reducesthe amount of rinse water that you need to manage.
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tr Do you have several separaterinse water storagetanks?
r Allows you to keep rinsate from different chemicalsseparateso it can be used as mixing water in
subsequentloads.
t Incompatiblepesticiderinse water is not accidentallysprayedon crop.
tr Do you save and reformulate pesticides that have been diluted incorrectly?
t You must know the concentration and be able to calculate the appropriate blending ratios to end up with
the correct concentration.

ChemicalApplication
tr Do you have accurate figures for the acreageto be sprayed?
r Accurate -"uru."*#
can reduce the volume of haulback pesticide mix.

',

tr Do you schedulethe same sprayerunit for similar spray mixtures and plan your spray schedules?
r Reduces the number of times the sprayer must be cleaned.
r Reducesthe amount of rinsewaterthat must be handled.
E Is equipment calibrated correctly? Make sure the
nozzle size, flow rate, and spray pattern are uniform
across the boom. Measure flow rates from each
nozzle and replace any tip that varies l07o or more
from the manufacturer'sspecifications.Replaceany
worn nozzles.
r Minimizes leftover sprays.
r Efficient use of chemicals savesyou and your
customers time and monev.
E Is equipment in good running order? Check for
wear and tear: Look for damage to frame, running
gear, and tank. Check the pump for cracks and leaks.
Test throttling'valves, pressuregauges,hosesand
clamps for leaks. Check nozzle gasketsfor a tight fit.
Clean line and tip strainers with fresh water and a soft brush.

tr Do you inform customersthat you will not apply pesticideson windy days?Drift is
minimalwhenwind velocityis underl0 mph.
r Drift can harmneighboring
people,pets,wildlife, and vegetation.
tr Do you postsignstellingre-entryperiods?
r Alerts peoplethat pesticideshavebeensprayed.
tr Do you have a flush tank? Attach a separateclean water supply tank to your sprayer unit.
r Rinse the inside and outside of the tank in the field and apply the rinsateonto the
labeledsite.
tr Do you have a temporary storage set up if equiprnent failure or bad weather leaves you with unsprayed
premixed material?
r A holding tank may be useful to temporarily store haulback pesticide mix.
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FarmChemicalGontainerHandling
Ideally, you won't have any containersto managebecauseyou've been able to use refillable or reusable
containers. Until that time comes; there are ways to handle fmm chemical containers that reduce the risk to the
environmentand your businessliability.

v

tr When you empty a container into the sprayertank, do you let it drain at least 30 seconds?
r Removeas much of the pesticideas possible.
E Are employeestrained to handle empty pesticidecontainerscorrectly?Properly rinsed pesticidecontainers
are not consideredhazardouswaste and may be taken to a licensedlandfill. Pesticidelabels require that empty
containersbe rinsed at leastthree times, called triple-rinsing,or else pressurerinsed. Your spray equipment
vendor may be able to supply you with a pressure-rinsenozzle.
tr Are containers triple- or pressure-rinsedimmediately after they are emptied? Some pesticides may cake on
the sides if you delay rinsing.,The two extra rinses rernove more than99% of the pesticide residue from the .
container. Because'many pesticides used today can be costly as well as toxic, rinse containers and pour the
rinse water back into the spray tanlc.
r Makes sense,both for your businessand the environment.

To Triple Rinse (foi plastic,glassand nonpressurizedmetalcontainers)

To FressureRinse (for plasticand nonpressurized
metalcontainers)

is specified
as the
1. Add wateror oil (whic.fe.ver
dilutanton the label)untilthe containeris about
full.
one-fourth
and swirlto
2. Securethe coveron the container
rinseall insidesurfaces.
the rinsateinto
3. Removethe coverand'pouri
the spraytank.Allowit to drainat least30
seconds.

1. Attach.the
specialnozzleto the end of a hose
to forcethe remainingpesticidefrom the
container.
2. Afteremptyingthe pesticideintothe spray
drainat least,3O
seconds.
tank,let the container
nozzleby puncturing
3. Insertthe pressure-rinse
throughthe bottomof the pesticidecontainer.
by the
4. Rinsefor lengthof time recommended
manufacturer,
usuallyat least30 seconds.
cover.
5. Fleplace

Repeatthisat leasttwo times.

tr Do you take special care when rinsing suspension-formulasthat tend to settle and harden in the container?
. iho." types of pesticidesrnuy ,"qiir" extra rinsing.
After triple or pressure-rinsing,the empty pesticidecontainersare no longer consideredhazardouswaste.Tool
6e, Waste Exchanges,RecyclingOptionsand WasteDisposal,tells how to handleempty containers.

Material in this Pollutian Prevention'Tool Kt is intended. only to provide general information, .Conioct yoar state and local offrcials; local Extension
offtce, and wndors for information specific to your business, lacation, anQ qquipment. These'materials were wrilten by fan Hygnstrom under the
itiriction of M.F. Dahab ulnil W,E. Woldt, Biological,systems Engineeriny', LW Chase HaII, IJnivercity of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
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WasteExchangesand RecyclingOptions
for the FarmGooperative
The goal of pollution preventionis to not generatepollution or waste in the first place. Due to old
equipment and capital shortages,or lack of substituteraw materials and new technology, however, it
may,take time to reach that goal. In the meantime,try to find someonewho may be able to reuse
your waste through an exchangeprogram, or recycle your waste.

WasteExchanges
Waste exchangesmay have namesof
businessesand industriesthat can use
"waste" as a resource.
sorneof your
! If you cannot reusewooden pallets,
can you list them in a waste
exchange?
r Reducesyour disposalcosts.

porlutlon
i a;,.'
Fltvention',bontalt+,ioi
:in* .,,,::
.:netei,io.tr-oot

find6ui if your,aiea
has,,'a
wurtn.,,
negiohCVll:CndVlt!;..to
' "'
plro$mm,.co-utU..,p,ut'you.,,in,,coniact,,,
exCtian$e
exChange'nn
yoUCor,rsideF,a,,,,,,
needol,amAteriatttrat
wltll::a
business:i,in
: '
an...e1clenge
als'b,.ne.tn,,
waste.on tna!!lp,;Sioe,
prgbiem.may
you,.locate
tnat...youtCan,,Use:,'.'.'i.,i:,
s,,,liWbsteil
another-,compahf

Recycling
Often, rural areashave fewer recycling opportunitiesthan cities. Still, there are a few options that
you may want to investigate.
tr Do you keep wastessegregatedto make recycling easy?Mixing wastesmay make reusing or
recycling difficult, if not impossible.Any nonhazardouswaste that is mixed with a hazardouswaste
must be handled as a hazardouswaste.This increasesthe volume of hazardouswastesand, therefore,
your disposalcosts.
n Do you recycle cardboard?Give small amountsto a businessor charity
willing to pick it up. Large amountscan be baled and sold.
I Can you reuse and/or recycle 55 gallon drums? Return empty drums to the
supplier if possible.

N^a \
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E Can you recycle empty, rinsed plastic pesticide containers?If the containers cannot be reused, try
to find recycling opportunities. In some areas,rinsed plastic pesticide containers are collected,
granulated, and used to used to make new chemical containers. Only triple- or pressure-rinsed
containers are accepted.,To find out if your area has this opportunity, contact your Extension office,
your chemical vendors,.or your farm cooperative trade association
n Do you use both sides of a sheetof paper prior to recycling or disposal?
r Reducespaper purchaseand disposalcosts.

Don't forget about recycled content and recyclability when choosingyour suppliesand suppliers.
Here are a few ideas to consider:
n Are there reusable or recyclable alternatives for any of your
supplies,including paper,envelopes,and office file folders?

l. hr&

tot&Dl

tr Are there recycled content alternatives?These are productsthat
contain recycled material. Those that indicate "post-consumer
recycled content" mean that the material has been through the
consumer'shands.

p
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tr Are supplierswilling to expand their use of reusable,recyclable,
or recycled content containers?

Waste Disposal
So you've reducedyour waste generation,
exchanged,reused, and recycled as much waste
as possible, and still have some left. Proper
preparationand disposalcan help reduce
negativeimpacts on the environment.After
triple or pressure-rinsing,as discussedin Tool
6d, empty pesticidecontainersare no longer
considered hazardouswaste, and may be taken
to a licensedlandfill.
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However, becauselandfill operatorsare
responsiblefor,any environmental or health
problems resulting from waste they accept, they
may not want your containersif they are not
preparedcorrectly. Landfill operatorswill be
more likely to acceptcontainersthat are
obviously empty and have been thoroughly
rinsed. The next page has some steps to follow
when handling empty containers.
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ProperManagementof Metalor PlasticContainers
L Triple rinse or pressurerinse immediately after emptying container.
2. Puncturethe bottom of container.
3. Crush containerif possible.
4. Recycle container if possibleand allowed by local ordinances.
5. If unable to recycle, take to licensedlandfill.
6. If landfill will not acceptthem, try to return them to supplier.Discussyour disposalproblems with
your suppliers and try to develop a solution.

ProperManagementof Glass Containers
1. Triple rinse immediately after emptying container.Do not crush glass containers,Crushedglass is
difficult to recycle and dangerousto handle.
2. Recycle the containerif possible,and allowed by local ordinances.
3. If unable to recycle, take to licensedsanitarylandfill.
4. If the landfill operatorwill not acceptthem, try to return them to supplier.Discussyour disposal
problems with your suppliers and see if thej have a solution.

ProperManagementof Dry FormulationBags or Boxes
1. Empty completely.
2. Open both ends of bag or box.
3. Take to licensedlandfill.
4. If the landfill operatorwill not acceptthem, try to return them to supplier.Discussyour disposal
problems and see if your supplier has a solution.

And now aboutburning....
Burning pesticide containers at open burning sites, burn barrels, and domestic
incinerators is dangerousand, in some areas,illegal. Pesticide residues in the
container may produce toxic fumes when burned. While burning may destroy some
toxic substances,others will becomeconcentratedin the smoke and ash. Burning
bags and boxes in the same location may cause toxic substancesin smoke to build
up in a concentratedarea around the burn site. These substances,as well as the
toxic substancesin ash, could contaminatethe soil and groundwater.Also, some
toxic substancesmay be carried great distancesin the smoke. Switching pollution
from one form, solid waste on the land, to another, toxic fumes in the air, or toxics
in groundwateris not pollution prevention.
Check your local and state ordinancesto see if you can legally burn bags or boxes. If it is legal and
they must be burned becauseyou have no other options, burn them well away from people, pets, and
farm stock. The air will carry pesticide particles from the fire. Burn in small quantities and only on
the field where the pesticide was apptied.
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Hazardouswaste
Contract with qualified and licensed hazardouswaste handlers to properly
disposeof your hazardouswastes.Many of the samecorlmon sense
precautionsfor handling and storing pesticidesapply to hazardouswaste.
tl Do you make sure that all containersthat held hazardousmaterials such
as pesticidesor solventsare completely drained so that they are legally
empty and therefore not a hazardouswaste?
r Product containersshould not be reusedunlessthev have been
adequatelyrinsed and are used to store the sameor other compatible
materials.See if your supplier will acceptand reuseempty containers.
! Are hazardouswastes labeled and stored:
laccordrng to state and federal regulations?
I Check with your local fire departmentabout storageof flammable materials.
/ in a location where accidental spills or leaks will not contaminate storm and sewer drains?
/ in a safe location out of major traffic areas?
/ wtth secondarycontainment,such as curbing, in caseof a leak?
/ on sealed concrete to reduce the chance of seepageinto the soil if a leak or spill should occur?
/ indoors or in a covered area to prevent moisturefrom seepingin?
r Moisture could increasethe volume of your hazardouswaste,resulting in increased
disposalcosts.
.

So What's Next?
Hopefully, you have discoveredsome new
ideas to he$ prevent pollution in your
business.Hang on to this set of sheetsfor the
time being. They'll be helpful when you are
consideringand prioritizing pollution
prevention options.

But first, it's important to know what wastesand
what quantitiesof those wastesyour business
generates.The next tool will help you assessyour
wastes.Think twice if you're tempted to skip that
tool. A waste assessment
can provide valuable
information for you.

Moterial in this Pallution Preventinn Tool Kit is intended only to provide general informatian. Contactyour state and local otfuials, local Extension
office, and vendorsfor information specific to your business,locatian, and equipment.Thesematerials were written by Jan Hygnstrom under the
direction of M.F. Dahab and W.E. Wotdt, Biologiaal SystemsEngineeringl\LW ChaseHall, IJnivenity of Nehraska-Lincotn 68583-0726,
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Readyto Begin PreventingPollution?
First, find out what types and quantitiesof
wastesyour businessis producing.This is
important, as it helps you pinpoint where you
can prevent pollution, and gives you a baseline
for evaluatingprogress.

Rememberthat wastes started out as raw
materialssomewherein your business.Not only
are you paying for waste disposal,you are
paying for raw materialsthat weren't fully used.

ri;
;o;u;ia
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One way to look at how much waste your businessgeneratesis to look at each processwithin your
company. Some processesin farm cooperativesinclude:
Purchasing
Shipping and receiving
Storageand inventory

Office/recordkeeping
Vehicle maintenance
Chemical mixing

Chemicalapplication
Equipmentrepair
Janitorial

Cost ldentification
Realizing what waste is costing your bustness
will make pollution prevention more valuable to
you. To determine whether a pollution
preventionoption is economicallyfavorable,you
have to know what processeswithin your
businesscost at present.

Record the estimatedannual capital, operational,
and disposalcosts associatedwith each process.
This will help when evaluatingthe cost
effectivenessof possiblepollution prevention
options.

Process:
1. Annual operatingcosts (including labor, materials,maintenance)

$

2 . Annual capital costs (includesequipment,planning, installation)

$

fees,regulatorycompliance)
Annual disposalcosts(transportation,

Total Annual costs

$
$

.
'

t..t_

.'

: -

,

' Next,,check.thetype-sof wastesgeneratedby th9 prooesses
you,identified;Copy ttris'form as needed.
Reeord''theestimatedquantity
-

Process:
AmounUmonth

Waste type

Waste type

Air.emi'ssions

Sooiled batches

Evaoorationlosses ------------

'
Wastewater ;

Maintenancelosses

d-orrosivewaste

Solid'waste

Reactive,waste

,Out-d.atedstock

Ignitable waste

AmounUmonth

i

'
I

Overspray

T^:-:

^

Spills

Other

I Uxru wastg

Process:
Waste type.'.

,

Air emissions

Amount/month
:

'SPoiledbarches

,

Evaporationlosses
.
Maintenancelosses

Wastewaler

Solid:waste , ,

Reactive waste

Out-datedstock

Overspr4y

Ignitable waste
': '
,', ..
Toxic waste

Spills .

Other

Corrosive waste

:

.

I

' . :

: .

1

:
l

Now that you havea'handle'bnwhat wastesyour businessproduces:try to targetsqlngfor pollu,tion
grevention-You'll grobablywant-towark on,thosethal are the rnostha.lardous,or producedin ths
largestquantities.

Material-in'this Psllutian Prewntion Tool Kit is ifended anly to'providq general infarmatbn. Contac.tyowr state a. bcol of
offtee, and vendorsfor infon4atian.specif*, tq :ydur bwiness,locatiop, and .equipment:TheselnaA*X wsretwrittcn bl Jnn Fygn$rom under the
Engineering, I:W Cha+eHaU,.aniveriify of Nebraslut-L{ncoln 68583-0726.
direction of M,F, Dahab and WE WoAl B.iglogtcal,Systetns
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Options
AnalyzingPollutionPrevention
Look at your list of wastes,and then go back to wastepreventionoptions listed in Tool 6.
Here are some points to consideras you note feasibleoptions. Check those that apply, and put a
question mark by those you need to look into further.

PollutionpreventionoPtion:
n Wil the option affect your most hazardousor
largestwaste streams?

n Can you determine annual operating costs and
capital costs of the option?

! Is the optioneasyto implement?

Operatingcostestimate

il Does the technology have a track record?

Capital cost estimate

! Are there case studiesdescribingthe
applicationof the option in the industry?

n Do you know if the option will produce waste?
What types and how much?

$

I Do you know if the option requires different
raw materials than previously used? What
types and amounts?
tr Will the waste be less hazardousthan that
produced before implementing the option?

n Will those different raw materials be less
hazardous?

I Are you sure that the option does not shift
waste to a different form, or to a different process
within your business?

Don't exclude any option until it has been analyzedcompletely.High tech options are not always the
best, especiallyat first. If you're just beginning a pollution preventionprogram, you'll see positive
results quickly if you select an option that is easy to implement.This will give everyoneincentive to
continue.Many businessesfirst prevent pollution through simple changesin businessproceduressuch
as improved housekeepingand waste segregation.As they gain experience,they move on to more
challengingoptions.

Take a closer look at those options to see if they are economically and technically feasible. Again,
check those that apply. Put a questionmark by those you're unsureof, and try to find the answer.

Pollutionpreventionoption:
EconomicEvaluation
|-l Is this option within your price range,
n Doesthis option reduceregulatorycompliance
consideringboth capitalandongoingoperation costs?
costs?
-

r!,!,, ., ,

! Doesthisoptionhaveanacceptable
payback ;J:l

thecostsassociated
with

i',lfftiitil:$"

period?
! Doesthis optionreduceyour raw material
costs?
E Doesthis optionreduceyour utilitiescosts?

n Will this option reduceyour insurance
premiums?
n Will this option reduceyour wastedisposal
costs?

E Doesthis optionreducematerialandwaste
storagecosts?

Technical Evaluation

-n

Doesthisoptionhavea proven
trackrecord?
ilff ffi: H:L[,:HJ,r":i:l;ill

resuire
anv

! Will this option maintainproductquality?

How much?

n Are you ready to handle new training
proceduresand expertiseif required?

tr Wilt the vendor guaranteethis option?

I Can you add additional staff if required?
tl Will this option createless waste?
E Are you certain this option will not simply
shift waste to anotherform?
n Is your plant layout and design capableof .
incorporatingthis option?

_ _--j..
tr Will this option improve or maintain worker
safety and health?
fl Are new material handling, storageor disposal
techniquesrequired?
tr Are materialsand parts readily available?
L Can this option be.easily serviced?
E Are other businessesusing this option?

Matcrial ia this Pollation Prevention Tool M is intended only to provide general infonnilion.
Contact loar statc and lacal offtcials, Iaeal Ertcnsian
offtce, and vendon for inlormuion specific to yoar busiaess, location, and equipmett Tlpse matzriats were wrilten by lan iiygttst om undcr thc
dbcctbn of M.f. Dahab and W.E. Woldt, Biolasical Syslems Engineering) LW Chase fla\
Univcnity oJ Nehranka-Iincota
685834726-
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PollutionPreventionProgramReview
An effective pollution preventionprogram is ongoing. It is important to step back and evaluatewhat
you've accomplished,and set new goals. The following questionswill help keep you on track. Place
a check by those you've done, and a question mark by those that need further attention.
n Have you implementedall the previously defined options?
n Does pollution preventionremain a priority for workers and management?
Have your pollution preventionefforts reducedcoststhrough:
n Reductionof raw material costs?
E Savings on pollution control equipment?
! Reducedcompliancecosts?
! Reduceddisposalcosts?
n Improved worker safety and health?
n Reducedinsurancecosts?
n Other

How effective have your efforts been at reducing the following types of wastes?

Amount per year

Amount per year

Air emissions

Solid wastes

Evaporative wastes

Spills/container leaks

Hazardouswaste

Spoiled production runs

Heat/energy losses

Systemleaks

Maintenancewaste

Wastewater

Out-datedstock

Other

Overspray

Other

I

j

.

\-/

Materiat in this Pollatbn Prevention Tool Kit is iatended only to pmvide genctal information Contact your state arul local offvials, Iacal Egension
Thcsc ,rrateriak wtc vrilten bl fan Eryrrsbom undcr thc
specific to low business, locaio4 and.cquipmnl
offtee, and vendon lor infoimain
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YardWaste,A GrowingConcern
Nearly 20Vo(by weight, l}Vo by volume) of
the solid waste from our homes and
businessesconsistsof yard trimmings grassclippings, leaves,brush, and tree
prunings. The amount of yard trimmings
generatedvaries considerably by region,
season,and even from year to year.
During peak months, primarily summer and
fall, yard trimmings can represent as much
as 25 to 507o of the municipal solid waste.
Grassctippings accountfor over half of all
the yard trimmings generated.

If your businessmaintains a
yard, here are a few ideas
you can use to reduce the
waste it causes.Think about
recycling grassclippings
back to your lawn,
compostingleaves,and using
water wisely.
Your CooperativeExtension
office may have more
detailed information specific
to vour area.

Returning Grass Clippings to the Turf Will SaveYou Time and Money
/ Grass clippings contain abofi 3-4Vanitrogen by

' 6' " pix wo*n, r*xas pilot,,,brojebi
t:,partltipants weight, abolt 25Voof the lawn's fertilizer needs.
f o u n d , t h a t ' s i n c e : b a g g i n g . ' c i i p t i h g S r w eThis
s ' n bcan
, , ,save
' : about one fertilizer application every
,.,.i' year.
tongei,,ineceb'sary,,,they
s.neni'.5n'";erage,of

oneagtl;;#owin$rlilliiliiiiiiiiiii|iiiii1iiiiiiiiiiiil|tiiil|iiiiiiiiiii
$B7o,,tess,,r1fie

{ lf you leave lawn clippings on the lawn; you no
longer need to purchaseplastic bags for lawn
clippings..Thissavesmoney over a year's time.
/ Becauseit is not necessaryto stop every 10
minutes to empty the mower bag or rake the lawn
after you finish mowing, you can mow a lawn in Il3
less time. Although you'll mow more frequently,
the time spent on each mowing sessionand the
overall mowing time will be reduced.

/ Grassclippings increasethe amount of organic
matter found in the soil. This increasesthe soil's
ability to hold moisture and nutrients in sandy soils,
and improves drainage in heavy soils. All in all,
your lawn will be healthier.

a grbti of $eien;niat,ihati',,,,,,
to:redoyourtswn;,,,coniidei,planting
1tyounae-o
dr,ought'
fitsyouisitbandcllrnateoondition*Some,,hre'moie''''heat'and
youiafeall.Us.uaf.lyll,farei..bbSt;
,,',':,::,,
tblerantthanothetsr,:Plantd'natite,to

RecyclingGrass Clippings Back to Your Lawn Makes Good Sensefor Many Reasons
{ Yard trimmings take uprvaluable landfill space,
about 3.5 cubic yards per ton.
/ Yard trimmings are banned from landfills in sorne
areas.By mid 1995, 20 stateswill have landfill bans
on yard trimmings, the second largest component of
the solid waste stream.
/ Yard trimmings are expensive to transport and
bury. For example, in Omaha, Nebraska, taxpayers
pay $48 per ton to collect, haul; and landfill waste.

{ Yard trirnmings contribute to explosive methang
production in the landfill. Although organic materials
in a landfill breakdown or decomposevery slowly,
decomposition does occur. One of the by-products of
decompositionis methanegas.
/ Becauselawn clippings are made of up to 90Vo
water, grass clippings can contribute to leachate
problems in the landfill, potentially causing
groundwater contamination.

Making the Switch

Fertilization Plan

To help your gra$s stay healthy, or
to get it in better shape,do not .
remove more than one third of the
blade, and no more than one inch
total height at any one time. For
example, if your lawn is 3 inches
from soil to the tip of the grass
blade, you can remove l/3 of it, or
I inch. If your mower doesn't allow
you to return clippings to the lawn,
put the clippingson a compostpile.

The rate of fertilizer application, the frequency
of application, and the source of nitrogen witrl
determine how fast the lawn grows. For slow,
even growth, use a fertilizer containing either
sulfur-coated urea or urea formaldehyde as a
nitrogen source rather than those such as
ammonium sulfate, urea or ammonium nitrate
that tend to produce a very fast growth for short
periods. Thls is important for early summer
applications. Check the fertilizer'label to
determinethe specific nitrogen source.

Water Use
In the surnmer,a great deal of water is used on lawns. Make every drop count.
. Place your sprinklers so that you are watering lawn, not driveways,sidewalks,or gutters.
. Avoid watering on windy days when sprinkler coverage is difficult to predict. More water is probably
carried off into the atmospherethan reachesthe lawn.
. Water early in the morning so less water is lost to evaporation.Don't water in the evening; you'll just
encourageplant diseases.
. Turn sprinklers off if water is running off the lawn and onto the sidewalk or road. Let the moisture soak in,
and begin watering in an hour if morels needed,
. Water deeply and less frequently. Lawns watered too frequently develop shallow root systems, making them
more susceptibleto grub damageand heat or drought stress.

Material in this Potlution Preventinn Tool Kit is inteniled only to provide general infonnalion. Contact lour state and local officials, local Extensian
office, and vendors for infortnation specifit to your business,locatian, and equipment. These mderials were wrifren by Jan Hygnstrom under the
Chase Hall, llniversity of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
d,ireitian of M..F. Dqhab anil W,E Woldt, Binlagical Systems Engineering;llW
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Efforts
BlowYour Horn!PublicizeYour PollutionPrevention
J

FI

Pollution preventionhelps your businessby reducing waste
collection and disposalcosts.Your customersand your
community also benefit by having a cleaner environment.
You can help develop your image as a businessthat caresabout
the environment by telling the public about your efforts.
Concern for the environment and its quality ranks high in
national suryeys. Your ability to compete in the marketplace
may improve if you use pollution preventionmethods.Let the
public know what you are doing.

/ Document your waste reduction successesin annualreports,company brochures,advertizing,and
press releases.And show that you hold true to your cofirmitment. Print documents on both sides of
the paper. Use paper made from post-consumerrecycled materials, material that has been used by the
consumerand then recycled.Try to use paper that is easily recycled.Also, requestinks that don't
containheavy metals.
with tradeassociations,
local government,local environmentalorganizations,
/ Shareyour successes
and other community groups.
/ Identify your products that are made from recycled materials. Indicate what percentageof postconsumer recycled material was used to make the product.
{ Of course,minimal packagingis appreciated.Try to avoid excessivepackagingso your customers
aren't stuck with a lot of waste. If you need packaging,try to use materialsthat can be recycled in
your area.Again, let the public know that you're trying to reducewaste.
I Promote the use of environmentally friendly materials. Let your customersknow that you choose
to avoid the use of hazardousor toxic substancesin your business.
/ Contactyour local newspaper,as well as TV and radio stations to find out if they have an
"Environmental Hero"
spot, telling of local efforts to help the environment.

Invite a news reporter to see what you've accomplishedin pollution prevention. You may want to
submit your own article. Remember those important W' s: Who, What, Where, When and Why. A
sample news release appearsbelow.

Pollution
Prevents
LocalPrintingBusiness
The ACME Printing Company has
embarked on a pollution prevention
project, reducing the amount of
waste produced.They recently
switched from petroleum-basedto
soy-basedinks in their printing
processes.By doing so, the presses
can be cleaned with water-soluble
solutions instead of traditional
solvents that the oil-based inks
recuire.

In addition, soybean oil is a
renewable product, raised right here
in the U.S. This type of ink reduces
our dependenceon foreign petroleum
products.

WITH
PRINTED

Awardsand Grants
There are grants and awards for
pollution preventionefforts.
Con-siderapplying for a grant if
you want to try a pollution
preventionidea but just can't find
the money for it. Awards are
availableto recognizesuccesses.
There may be stiff competition for
these. but that makes them all the
prestigious.
Just the processof applying
more
for grants and awards can help pull members of
your businesstogether as a team, and can be a
useful enterprisein itself.

Pollution PreventionTool Number 9

Acme Printing.company also
announcesa new line of recycled
paper stock availablefor printing.
The paper has I00Vo post-consumer
content,meaningall the fiber usedto
make it has been through the hands
of the public. This new line allows
the community to complete the
recycling loop; people have more
opportunities to purchase recycled
paper locally.

Grants and awards may be available on the
local level in your area. Contact your city or
county health department,public utilities,
Cooperative Extension office, or local citizen
environmental groups. If they have no grants
or awards to offer, they may be able to point
you in the right direction.
The following page lists sorne grants and
awards available. Incidentally, many states
were developing recognition programs for
pollution preventionefforts when this
publication went to press. Write or call those
contactslisted in Tool la to learn if more
awardsor grants are available.

Page 2 of 4

State PollutionPreventionAwards and Grants
Iowa Landfill AlternativesGrant Program.Grantsfrom theWaste
Management Authority Division of the Department of Natural Resources
provide assistancein initiating or expandingsolid waste management
projects that are innovative and offer alternativesto landfilling. Application
deadlinesare the first Monday in June and the first Monduy in O"""mber.
For more information, cbntact:
Tom Anderson (515) 281-8623,orJeff Geerts(515) 281-8176
Iowa Departmentof Natural Resources
Waste ManagementAssistanceDivision
Wallace State Office Building
900 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
,

rvvvs

JvJL/

Iowa Governor's Waste Reduction Award. This is grantedto Iowa businessesor industriesthat
have implementeda waste reduction project with the best demonstratedenvironmental,economic,
and safety benefits. Awards are given in three categories:large manufacturingfacility, small
manufacturingfacility, and non-manufacturingbusiness.The deadlinefor nominationsis in June.
Contact the Waste ManagementAssistanceDivision at (800) 367-1025or Iowa's Waste Reduction
Center at (800) 422-3109 for more information.

\*

Kansas Pollution Prevention Award Program. The Kansas Department of Health and
Environment invites all sectorsof society to participatein the KansasPollution PreventionAward
Program. This annual state-wide program recognizesexcellence in efforts to work toward a cleaner
environment.The following levels of activity are recognized:
Pledge- Participantspledge to practicepollution prevention.
Shareholder- Participants prepare a pollution prevention plan and establish reduction goals.
Pacesetter-The organizationimplementstheir pollution preventionplan and documentsthe reduction
of pollutants or conservationof resources.
Trendsetter- The organization has demonstratedpollution prevention measuresthat are easily shared
with similar organizations.
Innovator- the highest level of participation,the organizationreceiving this award has continued
pollution prevention activities within and also,promotespollution prevention in the community.
Pledge cards, summaries or reports of Pollution prevention activities must be received in the Office
of Pollution Preventionby July 1. For more information, contact:
Director, Office oi Poliution Prevention
KansasDepartmentof Health and Environment
Office of Scienceand Support
Forbes Field, Building 740
Topeka, KS 66620.

Pollution PreventionTool Number 9
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NationalAwards,Grantsand Programs
NICE3 Does your company have a technologyidea that could saveenergy,prevent pollution, and
improve your industry's bottom line? If so, you may be able to apply for assistancethrough a
program cosponsoredby the US Department of Energy (DOE) and the US EPA. This prograrn,
known as the National Industrial Competitivenessthrough Efficiency: Energy, Environment, a.nd
Economicsencouragesindustry to reduceindustrial waste at its sourceor use waste productively. To
requesta brochure or project proposalsolicitationpacket (#DE-PS49-94R90001),
call Eric Hass,
DOE, Denver, CO (303) 275-4728or SharonRiegel, EPA, Denver, CO (303) 293-1471.
33/50 Corporationsinvolved with this voluntary EPA program pledge to reducetheir emissionsof
17 high-priority toxic chemicals by 33Voat the end of L992 and SOVoby 1995. A11of the targeted
chemicalsare on the EPA Toxic ReleaseInventory. Don't hesitateto becomeinvolved; the 1992 goal
was an interim target and data'on the 1995 goal will not be releaseduntil 1997.There is plenty of
time for your businessto get involved. For more information, call Carl Walter, EPA Region VII
(913) 551-7600,or Kerry Whitford, EPA Region VIII (303) 294-7684.
Green Lights This voluntary US EPA program encouragesthe use of energy-efficient lighting to
reducepollution. Green Lights provides informational tools to help corporationsmake informed
upgradedecisions.It has developeda registry of financing resourcesavailableto all Green Lights
participants.For more information, contact US EPA, Green Lights 6202J,401 M Street,SW,
Washington,DC 2!0460(202) 775-6650.
SBIR The Small BusinessInnovation ResearchProgramis a highly competitive 3-phaseaward
systemthat provides qualified small businesseswith opportunitiesto proposeinnovative ideas that
meet the specific researchneeds of the Federal Government. US-owned and based firrns with less
than 500 employees are etgible to compete. To get on the SBIR mailing list for announcements,call
(202) 205-7777or write to:
Small BusinessAdministration
409 3rd Street SE
Washington DC 20416
Waste Wi$e is a voluntary program sponsoredby the EPA. Companiesthat become members
commit to making significant progressin the areasof waste prevention, recycling, and buying or
manufacturing recycled products. For more inforrnation, call 1-800-EPAWISE and ask for the
brochure Waste Wi$e: EPA's Voluntary Programfor Reducing BusinessSolid Waste.

Consider these ideas as you apply for awards or grants:
/ Be sureyou readthe criteria carefully.Somepollutionpreventionprogramsmay consideronly source
reduction,which are methodsof eliminatingthe generationof pollution.Somemay also considerwaste
whatthe grantsandawardsareofferedfor.
exchanges
and recycling.Make sureyou understanci
typed information,.don'tsubmit 2 pagesof
/ Follow directions.If the form asksfor 1 pageof double-spaced,
handwrittenmateriai.
/ Be clearanA"on"isa-Putyourselfin the grantor'sshoes.
andcheckthemover.
/Meet all deadlines.
Startearly so you havetime to fill out applications
Material in thi* Pollutian Prevention Tool Kit is intended only to provide general information. Contact your state anil local offitials, local Extension
offrce, and vendors for inforrnation specifrc to your business, Iocation, and equiprnent. These materials were wrilten by Jan Hygnstom under the
direction of M.F. Dahnb and ril.E. WoA| Biological Systems Engineering, LW Chase Hall, IJnivercity of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583'0726.
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FarmCooperative
Hazardous
WasteAssessment
and Non-hazardous
Copy this form and use a separateone for each
processor areain your business.Some processes
typically associatedwith hazardouswaste include
storage,shipping and receiving, chemical mixing,
chemical application and facility maintenance.Don't
forget to look at the nonhazardouswasteyour
businessgenerateswhen consideringwastereduction
opportunities.Check out your office and break areqs.

Processor area:

Date:

Write down all hazardousmaterials used in the processor area
identified above. Include amounts of materials used per month for
future reference. Consider replacing these with non-hazardous
substitutesas they become available.Refer to your MSDS for help.
.!-.

Hazardous materials

Amount used

Where doesit go?

(lbs or gallmonth)

(product, waste)

Wastes
Hazardous wastes ag cooperatives may generate
include:
s1,$nit1#nt1y,coniii6ute,..t0,..eeii.ous,,,
expired chemicals,petroleumproducts,spent
....Ceuie...br
deathl,::o't..iH$##ijii.a::iFll:F,sl,gtfrIid.Ii,,tl'iiiittitt,,,liliitt
solvents,excesschemicalsfrom spray applications,
i::rillness::,oi
oiiiithentironrnena
and sprayer tank rinse water.
:,l{ieit .to,,,humbn,..hea,fth

",,,,iiii6-.:#iJll*i trtbse
*eEie.,'r'a1,"','
'wtr,en'
rnanageO,|mpi6Peili.

Hazardous waste

Amount used/month

Non-hazardous wastes: These are wastes that typically are sent to a licensed sanitary landfill. You may be
able to reduce the amount of waste produced, recycle it, or find another businessor institution that could reuse
it. Check the box if it is presentin your businesswaste stream.Those in bold are typically easy to find
recycling outlets for,

Material

Estimated%
in waste stream

Material

Estimated%
in waste stream

E greenbar computer

Pusrlcs
tr PETE(#1)

E white form feed

tr HDPEpigmented(#2)

E white letterhead

tl HDPE transparent (#2)

E white copy

tr HDPE film (#2)

E white ledger pads

tr LDPE film (#4)

fl cash register receipts

tr vinyl bottles(#3)

E adding machine tape

bottles(#5)
tr polypropylene

l-1white envelopes

El polystyrenefoam (#6)

E coloredcopy paper

tr rigid polystyrene(#6)

tr yellow legal pads

E otherplastics(#7)

Plpnn

\--

E coloredletterhead
pads
E message

Ar,uMrr.IUN{

E newsprint

D cans

tr junk mail

tr foil

E magazines

E other(rain gutters)

E windowenvelopes
E stick-onnotes

Srrrr,

tr cardboard

E steelcans

tr paperplates/cups

tr other

E papernapkins/towels
E tissue

Gr-lss

paper
E wax-coated

E clear

paper
E plastic-coated

E brown

E carbonpaper

E green

El Ornsn

Yn.nn WASTE

tr Ornsn

[1 grass clippings

tr Ornpn

E leaves and brush

Material in this Pottution Prevention Tool Kit is intended only to provide .general information, Contact lour state and local officiak, local Extension
office, and vendors for information speciftc to your business,location, and equipment. These materials were written by Jan Hygnstrom under the

directinn of M.F. Dahab and W.E; Woldt, Biological SystemsEngineering, LW ChaseHall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.
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Costs of Processes
Copy this form and use a separateone for each
processor area in your business.Use estimates
where actual costs are not available.This
information is important for determining economic
feasibility of pollution prevention options, and for
measurins the successof vour efforts.

OperatingCosts

Processor Area:

Date:

fr

&

Hazardousmaterials(See MSDS)

Cost per month

Subtotal

Labor and equipment

Costper month

Subtotal

January 1995

..
I

. ,

..:'

Cost per month

Utilities
t ' -

Subtstal
. . .

'II4zardouswaste'hqndlingand storage

'

l

Cost per nionth

S.ubtotal
',1.

'1.'

-, . , . . , '
:

weiste.treatment
Hazardoits'
,,. .

:.i-.

Cost oer month

'

-'.

Subtotal

.

.

,

,

"

'

H#ar-dduswastedisposal

:

Cost par rnbnth

Subtotal

Page2 of 4

' l

:;.. l.

'

. :

,,

i

.

:

,

l

6otl pef {no.nttr

wast.ehandlingand storage
Non-hazardous
',.:

t. :

L.

:-

..
Subtotal

,]

-

COs!:permonth

Non-hazardouswaste disposal

l'

:

.

.:

Subtotal.

:

Cost per month

Othercosts

.

{_

Subtolal
:

:r

-

:

r-

l

:

Total month.ly'operating co.sts-{add all subtotals)
x 12 monthsper year
Annual operating costs-

.,"\*

eage.r

Costs
Gapitaland'Additional:
i ,, .,

'

:

your annualcapitaland miseejlaneous
costs'foreachprocessas it presently
This sectionsumrnarizes
:
exists,
':

'

.

:

-.1

-

.
:
Equipment purchase

. .

.

Construction/installation

:
$-

Permitting

$-

$

Contractine

$

Tr aining

$

-

Co n n e c t i o n sto u ti l i ti e s,.$
Engineering

$

Other

$

',

Start-up

'

.

other

Totalennual capital'and additional costs

$

$

Total
Costsfor Process
:
costs
Annual operati,ng
Annual capitalcosts

q

Total,costs

Material in this Pollution Prevention Tool'Kil k intendeil onl!:to prayide general informaiian: Contactyour.stat€ antl local ifffuialt, local Extension
offrce, anil vmdors for informarion qpecilic n yoar buginess;locatian; anil equipment.Thesetnaterial.l wye wrifren by Jan llygnstrgm under th;e
directian of fuLF. Dahab and!il.E. Woldl Biological SystcmsEngineerti!, LW Chase:EalA,Univgnrly oJ Nebraska-Lintoln 68583.07%:
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Options
ScreeningPollutionPrevention
Copy this form and use a separateone for each
pollution prevention option you are considering
for your business.

Pollution Prevention Option:

Proposedby:
Briefly describethe option:

What will,be affected by the option?
I Hazardousmaterial(name)

! Hazardouswaste

n Non-hazardouswaste

I Product

Estimated impact

Date:

'1995

' ''r.i,
what type ol optlol this?
:.,

.

mainteriance
tr Cha4fe'inlhouseketping,or
l-]

, . 1, , . . . .

:
,

'

,

,

t

t

_

Tnrrcnfnnr

nhqn

cp

'

E',Equipment,change,
,

_

,,,

,,,

"

. . - , , - :

:

:

e

.., r ..
u Recyqlinq,
! Reuseoff-site

Has this option beentried beforein a similar workplacesetting?! Yes
. . ' ' '
.
Is this a policy ch4nge?' ErYes

.

-

tr No

.

E Uncertain

:

tl No

, .

,

requiJemenls?! Yes,: tr No
Ard thereeqqipment/material
:
F

'

.

. ' ' .

r

- ! t ! -

l l e l -

L ' '

, - -

f-'l
t-.t'l'esttng requrrements

. '

'i :

Regulatory impacts

-

.

.

.

.

Optionapprovedfor furtherevaluation:n Yes
a

-

l' ,
, ,

,

thereany
other requrements't. u FaciliqymodifiCatigas .
Are
:
r
. i :

-

,

tr No Date:

. '
'

:

a

'

Reasonfor acceptanceor non-acceptance:

at lhter date? E, Yes
Reconside'r

tr No

Contact your sinte and local offrciats, local Extensian
Material in this pollutinn Prevention Tool Kir is intended only to provide general informatbn
offrce, and vendors for information specifit to yoar business, Iocation, anfl.,equipment, These moteriuh were written by fan Hygnstrom under the
tlirectian of M.F. Dahab and W,E, Woldt, Biological Systems Engineering,' LW Ch$e Hatt, Ilnivenity of Nebraska'Lincoln 68583'0726.
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TechnicalFeasibility
Here are questions to help you determine if
those pollution prevention options that passed
the initial screening phase are technically
feasible.Copy this form and use a separateone
for each pollution prevention option that has
passedthe screeningphase.

Pollution Prevention Option:

Proposedby:

Date:-

Briefly describe the option:

Type of option:

I Equipment related

n Processrelated

n Raw material related

related
E Personnel

Why do you think this option is feasible?

What areas and personnel are affected?

Are required space and utilities available? fl No

fl

Yes

E Uncertain

n Yes E Uncertain
Will productionquality or servicesbe affected? tr No
If yes,how much? n Low impact n Mediumimpact n High impact

Will production or services be stopped to mo"dify or install a new system?
.'.
'D
.
tl, No tr Yes.:, Uncertain
, .
If yes, how much? E Hour

tr Day

n Week

:..,:
, '.
,
.
Describe any new training proceduresor special expertise required to.operate or maintain the new
systern:

Are new material handling, storage,or disposaltechniquesrequired?

D No

E'Uncertain

tr. Yes

If yes, explaiabriefly.

Does the system creatg other enviroirmental or health and qafety problems?
tr: Notr
! Uncertain
- . Yes
:

'

'

,
,

'

If yes; explain btiefly.

'Othet consideratigns or limitations: '

l

.
Orytion approved foi further evaluation: E.Yes
;

.

a'

E',No

Date:

i

Reasonfor acceptanceor non-acceptance:

Reconsider at latpr date? , E Yes

Fsa

E No
l

MoriQnl i1,lbii Polhtttion Prevention Tool Kit * intendeil only to provtli general inforardion. Contactlour,state and locaLofr
offrce, and vendorsfor informatinn specif,tcto your business,location, an4yqaipment. Thesematerials were writlen hy Jan Hygnstrom under the
direction of M.F.,Dalrnb and,W.E. Wotdt, Biilogicdl SjstemsEngineeting,"LW Chiise HaIl, Univenity of Nebraska.Linioln'68583-0726,:
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EconomicFeasibility
Pollution Prevention Option:

Here are questions to help you determine if those
pollution prevention options that passedthe initial
screening phase are economically feasible. Copy this
form and use a separateone for each pollution
prevention option that has passedthe screening
phase.

Proposedby:

Date:

Briefly describe the option:

OperatingCosts and Savings

L.

Estimate monthly increasesor decreases
in operating costs attributable to the option.

lncrease

Decrease

Hazardous material purchase

$

$

Non-hazardousraw material purchase

$

s

Labor and equipment

$

Health and safetv

$

Quality assurance

$

$

Insurance

$

$

Liability

$

I rarnlng

$

Utilities

$

Hazardouswaste handling and storage

$

Hazardouswaste treatment

$

$

Hazardouswaste disposal

$

$

Non-hazardous waste handling and storage

$

Non-hazardouswaste disposal

$

Other

$
Totals

$

Januarv1995

CapitalGosts

.

., a

Estimatecapitalcostsof implementing
the option.

Equipmentpurchase
Construction/installation
Connections
to utilities
Engineering
.

I

- ,

Permitting
uontractrng

$

lrarnmg

$

Start-up
'
'
'
: ,Other

r:'

l

Total capital costs

$

',Newrevenuesr. :

-.
.
]
,
'..
Estimate all new revenuesthat would result from implementing the option. Potentiel,revenue,sourcesinclude
:
ploductl from recycling, usable by-products, and,incr.easedsales of products.
recov'ered
: ',
. :
Souice gf'revenue ,
,

'
.

t .
.

. . '

, $

i

'r

Totalievenues

Option approved,for further evaluation: E Yes

ErNo

'

$

Date;

Reason for acceptanceor non-acceptance:
.
:

Reconsider itlater date? EI Yes'

tr'No .

' r!

'

teuton
Mateiinl in this Pollution Preventiin Tool Kit is intended only to proliilc generat iifonnalion. Conta4t your siate anil local offriah, local.
offite, and vendon for information specific to your business, locatiog and pquipment. These materisls were wri.tten by Jan Hygnstrom ander thc
68583-0726.
directian of M.F. Dahah and W.E. Woldt, Biotngical Systems Engineering,'LW Chase HalI, Itnivenity of Nebra*a-Lincoln

CooperativeExtension& BiologicalSystems Engineering
Universityof Nebraska-Lincoln

Number10f

January1995

PollutionPreventionOptionSummary
Copy this form and use a separateone for each
pollution preventionoption in your business.
Keep a copy in your files for future reference.
You may choose to use an option at a later date,
or you may think of modifications.

Pollution Prevention Option:

Date:

Proposedby:

Briefly describe the option:

Why did you select or not select this option?

Is this option technicallyfeasibleat this time?
In the future? E Yes

Is this option economically feasible?
In the future?

[ Yes

E Yes

trNo

! No

D Yes

trNo

ENo

Estimatethe reductionthat will be achieved.Choosethe measurementthat is easiest.
E Hazardousmaterial

pounds

n Hazardouswaste
waste
n Non-hazardous

pounds

gallons

Vo

gallons

Vo

gallons

Vo

If you decided not to implement change, did you still provide positive feedback for the idea, and
relate that the idea was worth looking into? E Yes t r N o

Additional notes:

Materinl in this Pollution Prevehtibn Tool Kit is intended onl! to prwidc general information. Contact lo.ur stale and local offitials, local Extension
specifit to yout basiness, Ia yn, anQequipmenr. Tliese materials were *rifien b! Jan Hygnstrom under the
office, and vend6rs for informdiin
directi,on af M:F. Dahab and W.E. Woldt, Biologirdl Systems Engineertnjl LW Chase Hall lJniversity of Nebraska-Lincoln 68583-0726.

Number109

January1995

CooperativeExtension& BiologicalSystemsEngineering
Universityof Nebraska-Lincoln

Proiect
Evaluationof PollutionPrevention
This sheetwill help you evaluateeach pollution
preventionproject your businessundertakes.
Make copies of this blank form to use with each
one. Keep this on file to monitor the progress
your businessis making in preventing pollution.

Pollution Prevention Option Implemented:

Date:-

Proposedby:

What waste stream or hazardousmaterial was tareeted?
Why? ! Regulated as hazardouswaste

! Largestvolume

n Most costly

n Waste reduction method was easy to implement

n Affected employeehealth

What changewas implemented?

Pollution Prevention TechniqueInvolved:
E
n
E
I

Generalhousekeeping
Maintenance
Storage
Inventory

n
tr
fl
n

Basicoperations
Equipmentmodification
New equipmentpurchase
Raw materialsubstitution

I
n
n
n

Were difficulties encounteredduring trial implementation? Explain.

Were theseovercome? E Yes
How?

n No

Processmodification
In-housereuse
Off-site recycling
Wasteexchange

The BottomLine
i

Cost of waste,disposal
,t

Amounf of waste
, .,.

Prior to chanee $
After change

$

Net,change

$

Cost of implementation
H.ow were the following affected?
'
.

. .

_

i

: E D""r"u."

Productquality/customersatisfaction' D Increase

,

. i

-

tr No ctrange
'tr

Production

E'Increase

[l'Decqease

Worker@orkplace safety

E Increase

E Deereage I E'No.change

Waste generatlon

E Increase

E Decrease

! No change

Bgsinessliability for pollution
tr Increase,
E Decrease
:
,
,
:
'1,
BusineSs.
image*ithin the Communitytr Improve ,
E Decrease

E No chgnge
tr No change

Worker morale

tl No change

E Increase

E Decrease

'

Costsof handlingwaste

:

.

, lJ Decrease

EI Incre4se

No change

,1

1

E No change

Did yol feel project Was:successful?
tr Yes E No Why or why not?

Did:you publicize.thepollution preventionprciject'within'thefollowing:
'E TradeAssociation E Community:
ElBusiness
..'
:l_

'

.:.

.!

i

FIow? D Ne-ryspaper
article tr TV spot
t r T r a d e . m h g a z t n;e1 . , E O t h e r - i
:
.
.

I

..

:,

,-

:

E Radiospot trl Tradeassoqiationmeeting
"
; : . .
.

j

Was recognitiongiven to the personwho generated,the
idea? tr Yes :tr Nir

iVatefal f this,Pollatian Prgvenliin Tool Kil is intended anly to provide general inforuatian
Coftad your state and local ofciats, tacdt Exte. bn
offiee, and vendorc for information specifu to your business, location, an( equipment. These waterials were wri.fren by Jan iygnstrom under the
dbectio4 of M-:F.:Dafrnb and W.E. Woldt, Biotogical Systeus Eigineeritij,
lSry g1r e Hqlt, Univenty qf Nebraska.Liitcoln
68583-0726:

Evaluationof PollutionPrevention
ToolKit
Your feedbackis important to us! Pleasetake a minute to answer the following questionson both
sidesof this sheet.Then fold, securewith tape,and mail. Thanks!

Some

No

1. The materialsin the tool kit:

Yes

were helpful in understandingpollution prevention.

1

2

3

4

5

helpedme incorporatepollution preventioninto my business.

I

2

3

4

5

helped me reduce the amount of waste produced at my business. I

2

3

4

5

By how much?

poundsper month.
eallonsDermonth.

2. Read each of the statementsbelow and rank yourself at the presenttime. Next, think back to
your understandingabouteach statementbefore using the tool kit. Circle the appropriatenumbersusing the following key:

1 = no understanding/involvement
2 = little understanding/involvement
3 = moderateunderstanding/involvement
4 - good understanding/involvement
5 = excellentunderstandine/involvement

How would you describeyour understandingof:
After using materials

2

3

4

5

2

3 4

5

|

2

3 4

5

5

|

2

3 4

5

)

|

2

3 4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

|

2

3

4

)

environmentalbenefitsof pollution prevention? |

2

3

4

the conceptof pollution prevention?

|

pollution preventionmethods:including
purchaseand inventory,
good housekeeping,
|
changesin equipment, raw material substitution,
changesin technology?
economicbenefitsof pollution prevention?

implementingpollution preventionin a business? |
. l

2

3

4

Before using materials
|

3. What Tool Kit did vou receive?

fl Drycreaning
r-- Metarrinishing
rr---,r: :-,,
X

{\$ii;*-:
.
,+.; --^--:tua;=*-*'*i-'l:t"
itr i -.. t\l$--l3oi,f"'i

nAutobodvrepair$-^=i.{}
lJt.--ffiitd,'gl
\j\
n vehicremaintenanc"
-] -'/ :i
i,t-t
iT
1'r"--l).i
I
'..!i
_'-"'-i
ir-.,..j,
i !i ii---''i1 iE
iE
I FarmCooperativ"
l,ti
rrti.".i
i$_

"--,,--":"-'
'\

4. In what state are you located? _

....'

- _.-...:"-

5. How many peopledoesyour businessemploy full-time?

part-time
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